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Before getting down to business, we check in to our own interests. What do we all have in common today? Taryn, occasionally, can’t stop playing Animal Crossing. Nicole has fallen deep into the world of Second Life (and she’s engaged to kill her Sims family, well, we’ll just say more than once). Salem is trying to understand the video-game culture a young friend is into, but honestly is more interested in board games from the 80s. Kerry is finally getting a chance to nerd out with the minds behind Otherworld Theatre. Leor is digging into the local musicians who soundtrack the games we play. We keep defining the “new normal” all day every day, it seems games are the one thing that will always connect us.

As for me, while my grandma Dorothy is no longer with us, I did just days ago attempt a virtual game night with my family. No, Ma, you don’t have to do Google Meet first! Dad, look at your phone, type the answer on your phone! Maddy, you’re frozen! Lil, you have to refresh! Maybe I’ll stick to solitaire after all.

—Culture Editor Brianna Wellen
Ethan Lim leans in to Cambodian food

Hermosa’s chef makes space on his menu for the city’s only Khmer food.

By MIKE SULA

Unless your mom is Cambodian, it seems like every time there’s an opportunity to eat Khmer food in Chicago, it’s the only opportunity. The first time I wrote about it, way back in 2008, there were no restaurants serving it, but twice a year, with a sincere offering to the monks of Uptown’s Watt Khmer Metta on Cambodian New Year, or Ancestors’ Day, you could join in a post-ceremonial feast of outstanding food made by a lot of moms.

Four years ago, Lombard’s Angkor Restaurant was a bright star that burned out too fast. But not long before that, almost five years to the day, Ethan Lim planted the seeds of what’s promising to be an institution for Khmer food in Chicago. About six months ago, I wrote about Lim and his tiny, terrific Hermosa snack shop, where he was practicing sandwich sorcery, putting iconic, and increasingly Southeast Asian, dishes between buns, which started getting a lot more attention than the dogs and burgers he started with.

In November, Lim’s sister had a few Khmer noodle soups and curries on her menu at the adjoining pan-Asian Googoo’s Table. Meanwhile he was promising Cambodian food pop-ups in Hermosa, and with the uncompromising December sandwich prahok ktiss, based on the quintessential Khmer dish of pork belly gilded with the fermented mudfish paste kroeung, it seemed he’d planted a flag.

Then came COVID-19, and pop-ups in his tiny dining and ordering area no longer make much sense. And yet Lim is pushing forward with a new menu, “Cambodian to Go,” offering both à la carte dishes and meal sets—“the way my family would eat”—initially for pickup and soon for delivery through Tock. The outstanding Cambodian fried chicken sandwich remains, but he 86’d two others to make it happen. Gone are the buffalo chicken and chicken parm—to make room for mee kula, a dish that comes from the Kula minority group in western Cambodia. Rice noodles tossed with pickled cucumbers, crunchy bean sprouts, preserved radish bits, crushed peanuts, and the light marine funk of dried shrimp powder and fish sauce, it hits a dozen pleasure points at once. Nom bachok is a souppier rice noodle dish with whitefish, built on a broth seasoned with kroeung, coconut, and swimming with banana blossoms and herbs, while a seem-
ingly simple and comforting congee is a riot of flavors and textures when you dose the hot rice porridge with chicken floss, fried garlic, salted soybeans, and sambal, along with cilantro, culantro, scallions, and ginger. He’s perfecting his fried banana recipe for dessert.

One afternoon last week a masked Lim showed up at my door like the ninja Kakashi Hatake, bearing a prototype meal kit containing the congee, mee kula, and a salad of sweet, delicate head-on grilled shrimp, crushed peanuts, herbs, cucumbers, and fried shallots. The centerpiece tek prahok sach ko was a nod to French Indochina that Lim calls “Cambodian steak frites,” a perfectly rare sliced ribeye, with a bag of Lim’s crackly battered fries, the ideally durable spud variant to survive the length of a delivery order. These are to be dunked in a deadly rich garlic aioli balanced by a little tub of powerful tek prahok for the steak; a dipping sauce of kroeung, roasted fish paste, and lime juice, incorporated with green Thai eggplants, and “all the herbs you can imagine.”

Lim gave the Reader the recipe for this special dish, and it’s one of 80 featured in our new cookbook, Reader Recipes: Chicago Cooks and Drinks at Home, released this week and benefitting the Reader and the Comp Tab Relief Fund for hospitality workers. Lim is joined by a Murderers’ Row of Chicago chefs and bartenders who contributed—Bayless, Kahan, Izard, Cikowski, Zaragoza, Steuer, Williams, and many more.

You can buy the cookbook on the Reader’s website, but if you don’t feel like braising Momma Lim’s pork belly for a few hours, her son is donating proceeds from any orders he gets for the kaw daan to Comp Tab himself.
FOOD & DRINK

Try King Tokyo: Dark Edition with the house beef jerky. © COURTESY CHICAGO BOARD GAME CAFE

GAMING

Wine, cheese, and Decrypto

The Chicago Board Game Cafe offers food and drink pairings to go with your new favorite games.

By Brianna Wellen

E ric Garneau keeps playing Pandemic Legacy. And as the director of games and retail at the Chicago Board Game Cafe, he has access to more games than most. “I know it sounds kind of morbid, but it feels like a way to have some sort of modicum of control over everything.”

Like many other small businesses and restaurants, the Chicago Board Game Cafe was thrown for a loop when coronavirus caused the city to shut down—the last day they offered dine-in service was March 14, exactly one month after the cafe’s grand opening. Since then, they, like most, have had to pivot to pickup and delivery options to make ends meet. But to keep the experience of the brick and mortar alive for diners at home, they offer games along with their meals.

“I feel like especially if you’re quarantined with other people right now, there’s a way in which board games are an escape, but they also forge these connections and make them better, maybe even with people you’re kind of tired of being around,” Garneau says. “They let you step outside of this day-to-day existence and do something interesting and imaginative together.”

And diners shouldn’t feel anxious if they’re unsure about how to play the game they ordered—including in the package is a text-in number to ask questions. One of the Board Game Cafe teachers will then either text back or set up a Google Meet session to make sure folks are fully ready to play, just another way they’re keeping their staff employed. Not to mention, each game can be ordered with something off the cafe’s food and drink menu.

The physical space was designed with the menu in mind to attract all kinds of crowds and introduce them to the sometimes insular, not-as-scary-or-nerdy-as-it-sounds world of games. Instead of regular bar food like chicken wings or pizza, the menu is made up of higher-end, international dishes. Garneau’s go-tos are the Greyhound cocktail and the pork huaraches. (“I’d eat it every day if I could—which I guess I can actually,” he says, realizing in the moment the enticing possibility.)
While we can’t yet gather inside the cafe, Garneau passed along suggestions for game and food and drink pairings to recreate the magic in your own living room, dining room, kitchen, or wherever you choose to settle these days. “We think really hard about presenting a full, good experience; even though people are at home we don’t want them to feel slighted,” Garneau says. “We still want it to be a good time for people.”

Garneau’s recipes for gaming success:

**Dungeons & Dragons Starter Set**
Some folks are taking advantage of this extended time at home to dive into hobbies they’ve always been curious about. For us, one of our favorites is *Dungeons & Dragons*, the world’s longest-running and best roleplaying game. This starter set gives you everything you need for three to six people to start playing, including premade characters, a great adventure (that fans of *The Adventure Zone* podcast will recognize), and even dice—and it’s an absolute steal at $19.99. We recommend pairing this with our *bun ga*, which has kind of become our signature item. It’s a Vietnamese rice noodle dish with crispy chicken hindquarter. D&D is all about adventures and traveling, and this dish was inspired by our culinary team’s world travels, so it’s a great fit!

**Exploding Kittens**
One of our best sellers during this time has been this fast-paced card game that combines *Old Maid*-style play with the artwork and attitude of *The Oatmeal* webcomic. This game is great for families or folks looking for something simple; it’s one of our breeziest offerings but is also super replayable. Pair with a bag of *pho ga* popcorn (tossed with chicken skin, pho spice, lime, and chile) and our grapefruit soda mocktail kit for a nice all-ages afternoon of gaming.

**Tak**
This two-player abstract strategy game will tickle the same parts of your brain as chess but plays totally differently. Fantasy fans will recognize this game from Patrick Rothfuss’s *Kingkiller Chronicle* novels. It’s absolutely perfect for a date night in. We recommend pairing with other items on our menu that combine food and activities... our take-and-bake chocolate chip cookies have been super popular lately, as have our cocktail kits (I can’t say enough good things about our Greyhound).

**King of Tokyo: Dark Edition**
This is a brand-new, limited-release update of one of our favorite games, which combines Godzilla-themed action with *Yahtzee*-style play, making it another great choice for families. Given the “dark” theme of this special edition, we recommend pairing with food and drink that share a similar palette—Samuel Smith’s Oatmeal Stout is one of our favorite dark beers, and the house beef jerky comes in a sharable bag for four!

**Decrypto**
This is a team vs. team word-guessing game that we’re all enamored with. You’ll never feel more like a classy spy (unless you are actually a spy). This game was designed in France, and we think it’s fun to pair with other French delicacies, like our special cheese and charcuterie kit made in tandem with wholesaler Regalis Chicago (this stuff is usually not available direct to consumers) and our Robert Sinskey Pinot Gris, a fantastic dessert wine.

---

*Exploding Kittens pairs nicely with a grapefruit soda mocktail kit. Courtesy Chicago Board Game Cafe.*

---

*SHOP THE Koval STORE ONLINE for contactless pickup*

*WHISKEY, GIN, SPECIALTY SPIRITS, HAND SANITIZER & MERCHANDISE*

*ORDER ONLINE @ KOVALDISTILLERY.COM*

**SHOP LOCAL | DRINK LOCAL**
President Obama finally got around to criticizing Donald Trump for his incompetence and idiocy in the face of the pandemic.

Don’t worry—you’re excused if you missed Obama’s criticism, which came in a national commencement address to college graduates. Classic Obama. It was well written—“this pandemic has fully finally torn back the curtain on the idea that so many of the folks in charge know what they’re doing—a lot of them aren’t even pretending to be in charge.”

But it wasn’t blistering, forceful, or memorable. Obama didn’t even mention Trump’s name. As though it was beneath him to name the blundering nitwit who’s driving the country to ruin.

It’s got me thinking: What if the leader of the Democratic Party—the man most beloved by Democrats—were less like Obama and more like Mike? As in, Michael Jordan.

I’ve got Jordan on my brain these days after having just watched all ten episodes of The Last Dance, which I liked so much, I may watch it again. I know: help is needed.

Back to the Jordan / Obama analogy.

I realize politics is not Jordan’s thing. And that he’s a little, oh, cautious about getting political. Republicans buying sneakers and all that.

But follow me nonetheless.

When it comes to competition, Jordan never lets a grudge—any grudge—go to waste. He views every slight, no matter how trivial or unintended, as a monumental insult that demands revenge.

In contrast, Obama seems to hold no grudges. I’m not sure he even knows what the word means.

I remember him giving former downstate Congressman Aaron Schock a ride back to D.C. on Air Force One—trying to win his vote for
Move over, Obama, and let’s have Mike take the lead in the Democratic Party for a spell.

PETE SOUZA

the stimulus bill back in 2009.

Schock didn’t vote for it.

Jordan would have billed Schock for flying on the plane.

But, Obama? Hey, man, it’s good. Can’t we all get along? Obama kept pretending there was a bipartisan bone in the Republican body up until the day that Mitch McConnell wouldn’t even give Merrick Garland a hearing on the vacant Supreme Court seat.

Now, imagine if McConnell had blocked Jordan’s nominees. Jordan would have cut off all federal aid to Kentucky right there and then. Fuck ‘em—those dumbasses aren’t going to vote Democrat anyway.

Now, I’m not saying Jordan would be doing the right thing in this scenario. Just suggesting that Democrats be a little less eager to please as they head into this year’s election.

If nothing else this presidential race will be a referendum on two schools of politics. The scorch-the-earth strategy of Republicans, which has worked well for them. It won them the White House, a majority of Supreme Court justices, and the Senate—even though Trump got fewer votes than Hillary Clinton in 2016.

And the kumbaya—when they go low, we go high—strategy of Obama. Hence, subtlety and nuance as opposed to hitting the public over the head with a two-by-four. That strategy has worked out well for Obama—not so well for everyone else.

Consider these recent events: as the nation’s COVID-19 death toll mounted toward 100,000, Trump tweeted or retweeted an endless stream of hate and bilge at various Democrats, calling them skanks, making fun of their weight, their age. You know, typical Trump stuff.

Meanwhile, Trump and his backers act hurt and offended by Joe Biden’s “you ain’t Black” comment to Charlamagne tha God on The Breakfast Club radio show.

Nikki Haley—Trump’s former UN ambassador—retweeted that Biden’s comments were “gut-wrenchingly condescending.”

Nikki, Nikki, Nikki. I’ll believe you’re offended by bigotry and hate when I hear you denounce the MAGA-hat crowd protesting stay-at-home orders with their confederate flags, rifles, and signs with swastikas and Nazi slogans.

It’s like the Tara Reade thing all over again. Republicans were outraged that Democrats weren’t more outraged when Reade accused Biden of sexual assault. But not one Republican seems outraged at Trump for allegedly raping E. Jean Carroll.

Apparently, Republicans are OK with rape so long as it’s President ‘Trump who’s doing the raping—allegedly. Just as they apparently have no problem with Nazis, so long as they vote for Trump.

Look, Charlamagne tha God was correct to hold Biden accountable for his commitments to Black communities. (And again, Biden: pick a Black woman as your running mate! We don’t need a female version of Tim Kaine.)

But when it comes to winning over Black voters, the Republican strategy goes like this: shower adulation on the handful of Black commentators or celebrities who support Trump.

And then do everything possible to keep as many Black people as they can from voting, knowing that Black voters have the power to win Wisconsin, Michigan, Florida, and other swing states for Biden.

That suppression includes knocking thousands of Black voters from the rolls, closing polling places in Black neighborhoods, and throwing Black people into jail for trying to vote—as Republican prosecutors did in North Carolina.

Just last weekend a federal judge ruled against Republican officials in Florida who were trying to keep felons—many of whom are Black or Latino—from voting without paying what amounts to a poll tax.

Nikki Haley and the Republicans are awfully quiet about suppressing the Black vote. That’s because they know it’s really the only way they can reelect Trump.

I wish President Obama, Biden, and other Dems would shout from the rooftops about the voting-rights injustices in Florida, North Carolina, and other Republican states. But that’s not their style.

I can think of one Democrat who knows how to beat Republicans—Illinois house speaker Michael Madigan. He’s a little Jordanesque, in his own way—never forgets a grudge, always goes for the jugular. He’ll kick your ass and then carve up an apple as his reward—like Jordan lighting up a victory cigar.

Now there’s a political Mike for Dems to be like.

Remember, Dems, the second-place finishers don’t win championship rings. And the runner-ups don’t nominate Supreme Court justices.

Funded by IDHS. The contents are solely the responsibility of the author.
Obama Center still in limbo

A federal appeals court requests another round of briefs.

By Deanna Isaacs

There were some surprises at the latest Obama Presidential Center (OPC) court hearing last week, none odder than the fact that four years after President Barack and Michelle Obama announced Chicago as the site for what was then known as the Obama Presidential Library, we’re still futzing around with court hearings about where it should sit—dithering over technicalities like whether Jackson Park was ever submerged land while, at the same time, waging a life-and-death battle with a Darwinian pandemic under the surreal national leadership of an unhinged egomaniac.

Thanks to the pandemic, this hearing, before a three-judge federal appeals court panel, took place in part via telephone. It was recorded, which means you can still listen in, on the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit website. If you do, you’ll catch University of Chicago (and NYU) law professor Richard Epstein asking for a reversal of last year’s decision by District Court judge John Robert Blakey to dismiss a lawsuit filed by the activist group Protect Our Parks that sought to keep the Obama Presidential Center out of Jackson Park. And you’ll hear city attorney Benna Ruth Solomon, on the other side, arguing that
Judge Blakely did everything right and no further court action is necessary.

According to Epstein, the dismissal rested on two incorrect assumptions: that the city and park district have no fiduciary responsibilities in turning Jackson Park land over to the Obama Foundation; and that any responsibility they could have had was satisfied by showing that the Obama Center will offer the public any benefit at all.

It’s complicated, but Epstein’s arguments include these: the city improperly turned over its decision-making authority to the Obama Foundation; the city’s “use agreement” with the foundation is actually an exclusive lease; and the Obama Center is no longer a library, since the presidential papers will be digitized and maintained elsewhere by the federal government. Epstein also disputes the city’s claim that the OPC will take up only 3.5 percent of Jackson Park, arguing that the center’s nearly 20 acres represent a much larger portion of the park’s usable land (since so much of it is occupied by lagoons and roads). He claims that land worth about $200 million is being handed over to the OPC for $10 for 99 years, and that if you add the expense of roadwork and other infrastructure that the project will require, you’ve got about a half-billion-dollar cost to the public.

Solomon, in turn, argues that the Illinois Museum Act allows for presidential libraries in parks; that the OPC will offer many public benefits; and that Jackson Park will remain a park after the OPC is built. She says nonsubmerged land, like Jackson Park, requires only legislative authorization for transfer.

When presiding Judge Amy Coney Barrett asks Solomon (as she had also asked Epstein) to address the question of whether this case belongs in federal court, the city attorney replies unequivocally that “there is standing.” In addition, she says, “We would stress the vital public interest in enabling the city to move forward on this important public project, free of the cloud of litigation. There just is no reason to send [the case] to the state court at this late date.”

But, in spite of the fact that neither the city nor Protect Our Parks are questioning whether the federal court has jurisdiction, the judges seem to be focused on it, raising the issue repeatedly, commenting that claims like this can be pursued in state court, and complaining that “it feels like we’re sitting as a zoning board.” A listener who doesn’t know better might be tempted to think that they’re looking for a way to hand it off.

The final minutes of the oral arguments offer another surprise. During Epstein’s brief rebuttal, he’s asked this: “Would the plaintiffs’ analysis differ if the OPC was placed in Washington Park and not Jackson Park?” To which he responds, “We would not have bothered to bring suit.”

Really? A 20-acre complex with a 235-foot tower in Washington Park would be OK?

Protect Our Parks clarified after the hearing that Epstein was referring to the Washington Park neighborhood, not Washington Park itself.

Judge Barrett concluded the 43-minute hearing by announcing that the case would be taken “under advisement.” Within hours, however, the court issued a demand for a new set of briefs on the question of whether this lawsuit should be in federal court at all. The deadline for those briefs is June 4.
‘Please stay at home’

From a studio inside his closet, one refugee is using YouTube to broadcast information about coronavirus.

By Clarissa Donnelly-DeRoven

Emma Yaaka snaps his fingers to make sure his audience is listening. He wears a chartreuse polo shirt and AirPods as he speaks into the camera. “Please, whenever you cough,” he says as he fake coughs into his fist, “cover your mouth.” He pauses for emphasis between each word and ruffles through some papers on his desk. He holds up a picture of himself, partially disguised in a baseball hat, with a tissue over his nose. “COVID-19” is typed across his forearm. A banner at the top of the page reads “COVER YOUR COUGHS AND SNEEZES.” “Please do this,” he says.

Yaaka started uploading videos to his channel on April 14, when Illinois had recorded 23,247 coronavirus infections and 868 deaths. In some videos, Yaaka quotes information about the disease from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization. In others, he interviews experts who give practical advice to refugees on how they can protect themselves. Nothing Yaaka says in his videos is new. While the facts and figures are widely available across the Internet, his perspective is not. What matters is that the information is coming out of his mouth. Yaaka is a fellow refugee, and he speaks to his viewers with compassion, from a place of deep knowing.

“We are encouraging all refugees and immigrants to make sure to please stay at home,” Yaaka says.

Yaaka and his friend Tracey Morrison (who edits WordOut’s videos) had been thinking about launching a YouTube channel long before the pandemic. Morrison volunteered with refugee families through the resettlement agency HIAS-Chicago. (The agency’s tagline is some variation of “We used to welcome refugees because they were Jewish.”) Today HIAS welcomes refugees because we are Jewish; the State Department revoked the agency’s contract in December 2017 as it moved to close all programs resettling fewer than 100 refugees per year.) Morrison would help refugees answer their questions: Where can I go to learn English? What is Medicaid? How can I find a dentist who speaks Arabic? What sort of winter coat do I need?

She met Yaaka in 2018, who by then had lived in Chicago for a year and wanted to speak at an event called the Chicago Jews for Refugees Assembly. Morrison offered to help him write and edit his speech. The event took place the day after a shooter stormed the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, killing 11 Jewish worshipers. The shooter said he targeted the synagogue specifically for its work with HIAS. In the shadow of the massacre, the audience sat captivated as Yaaka stood on the stage and spoke about his journey from Uganda and the challenges faced by refugees in the U.S. “We are helped by [the] government and the agencies which brings us here,” he said. “They help us for three months, and then they’re done with us. We are still new. We don’t know anything.” Many came up to him after to ask how they could help, and if he wanted to speak at other events. Yaaka soon found himself looped into a network of well-meaning Americans (and some Canadians) who had the time, resources, and desire to help refugees, but who didn’t quite know where to begin.

Once he started at Heartland, Yaaka saw an entire class of workers whose job was to provide services to refugees. During his own resettlement process, he of course knew these agencies existed, but he didn’t know the extent of available resources. He certainly didn’t know how to access them. This seemed like a surmountable problem: People need help. Help exists. Why couldn’t anyone figure out a way to bridge this gap?

Yaaka thought back to the time when he was new in the country, and he had a realization: refugees love YouTube. “The free time that [refugees] have, they spend...
on their phones,” Yaaka said. On breaks, during lunch, after work, “We are watching videos from back home on YouTube. We can’t understand the news or other things on the TV—other American things—so we watch things from back home. It’s the same thing I used to do.”

If he could make videos in the four languages he speaks—English, Luganda, Lumasaba, and Swahili—he could explain to refugees how to access the available services. Maybe the videos themselves would be information enough, or maybe refugees would then reach out to service providers on their own. Either way, he could build the resource-knowledge infrastructure that he felt was seriously lacking in Chicago’s refugee community.

As Yaaka and Morrison started to plan for the channel, the coronavirus pandemic erupted. The work now felt urgent. For many refugees, that gap in knowledge could be deadly. Though Yaaka had a full-time job and Morrison was finishing her thesis in her final semester of grad school, they mobilized quickly. Only a month into WordOut’s life, the channel has published ten videos.

Dr. Gary Kaufman, a pediatrician and internal medicine physician who has worked with refugees for nearly 20 years, features prominently in four videos on the channel. Kaufman said Yaaka came to him a few weeks into the pandemic. “His words to me, which kind of surprised me, were ‘[Refugees in Chicago] know you and they trust you,’” Kaufman says. “If you do something, they’ll listen to you.”

Over the years, Kaufman has found that patients generally receive information best when it is communicated in their own language and from a member of their own community. Many of his patients were Bosnian and Russian in the early 2000s. “Back home, they didn’t treat TB. And they were told that the medication was toxic,” he says. “I had to convince people to take nine months of Isoniazid, and moms specifically would be afraid I was gonna put their children into liver failure.” Eventually he realized that patients were more receptive to treatment if a Bosnian or Russian member of his staff explained the information instead. If Yaaka thought refugees would heed Kaufman’s advice, who was he to say no? “So, I said, where do I sign up?”

If YouTube is WordOut’s means of production, WhatsApp is its distribution pipeline, a messaging app hugely popular with refugees. Yaaka’s own account is stuffed with conversations with refugee clients and friends who live in far-flung places from Iceland to Nairobi. So far, WordOut’s reach is modest. Videos receive about 70 views on average. And even though some commenters address him by name—“[Good] job Dr. Emma thanks for teaching the world”—Yaaka doesn’t know who they are, which he says is a good thing. It means he’s reaching those beyond his friends. One distribution restriction Yaaka didn’t quite foresee, though, is that because WordOut is a personal project (and not sanctioned by Heartland) he’s not allowed to share the videos with his own clients, about 100 people by his estimate.

Kaufman, though, thinks the channel’s independence is what makes it powerful. “When a community leads a project with specific goals it goes much better than if somebody comes in and decides what you need.”

The biggest challenge for the two-person operation has been language. So far, WordOut only has English-language videos. Yaaka and Morrison ideally want community members to help produce videos in languages like Arabic, Amharic, and Rohingya. It’s hard for Morrison to edit in a language she doesn’t understand. They’ve considered dubbing the existing English videos, or even Zooming while Morrison edits so Yaaka can translate in real time.

On a warm Saturday evening in May I join a Zoom call with Yaaka, who’s sitting in his closet, and Morrison, who’s in a plush chair, a more traditional work-from-home spot. Yaaka, the more loquacious of the two, rattles off possible solutions to WordOut’s hiccups, reads a list of prospective guests, and tells me plans for the future. He explains that he doesn’t want refugees just to learn from the videos, but he wants them to be involved in the creative process. He says he enlisted his friend Patrick, a young Rwandan refugee interested in videography, to film the interviews with Kaufman. Some technical problems ensued, which Morrison and Yaaka describe in great detail, each sentence of the story punctuated with a laugh.

“We’re learning every time, though,” Morrison says.

“Yeah, yeah, yeah,” Yaaka says, “learning.”

@plz_CLARify
When I first walked into Black Planet, a sci-fi-themed erotic adult night club, I stood around for a few minutes. I started to jump and fly a little, but quickly realized this wasn’t proper sex club etiquette—some clubs even ban it. This particular club offers live music every day from 2 PM to 4 PM, and I arrived just in time. Neon phallic shapes lit up the room and a figure with large black wings led the dance floor. The dark electro pumped throughout the club as I stood there, beneath the purple and blue lights, unsure of what to do. Don’t worry, I didn’t break my quarantine, but being in my virtual club atmosphere, I had flashbacks of the real-life club. The stench of sweat and beer came rushing back. However, I felt content in Black Planet, sitting in my pajamas in real life, completely nude in *Second Life*.

Currently, there are about 800,000 to 900,000 users in *Second Life* (*SL*), which has declined from its 2013 peak of 1.1 million. The virtual world came to life in 2003 and is one of the oldest 3D cyberspace simulators. After picking an avatar, the free virtual simulator takes you through a short tutorial, and after that, the world is yours. While the fanbase may be dwindling, *SL* is still incredibly strong with dedicated users, especially those with an interest in BDSM and fetishes. Users can voice chat, send messages, or simply float around (like a voyeur) in *SL*. Without leaving the comfort of your home, a user can teleport to any fantasy they’ve ever had—sexual or otherwise.

User MistressLove is a full-time club owner and former sex worker on *SL*. “I’ve been playing since 2005,” she says. “I’m an oldie!” While every club may ask for different requirements, the basics are that the avatar must be 18 years old in real life (user entered) and have an outfit that appears appropriate for the club (the less, the better). Some clubs, like MistressLove’s club, require voice verification. Users only need to be 13 years old when signing up for *SL*, but there are age restrictions on entering areas with adult content, as well as on purchasing certain items from the marketplace.

In the Adults Only section of *SL*, there is an abundance of fantasies, kinks, and desires to choose from (over 100 to be exact). The Femdom Mansion offers discussions, parties, and contests on a weekly basis. It’s newbie-friendly and invites open conversation to the femdom side of BDSM. Places like the Forest Mansion are set in a German adventure world where you can participate in moderate BDSM in the space amongst live singers, tribute bands, and DJs. Traveling even further, Planet Enzyion offers a magical, otherworldly experience and is a popular honeymoon destination. Adult-only photographers travel here for photoshoots. Bootys ‘n Beauties is a genderfluid hangout spot for all sizes and identities. Nookies Gay Club is for gay men to hit the gym, shop together, or enter private rooms. People who participate in specific lifestyles, like furries, can head over to Furry Hangout for private rooms, monthly raffles, events, and live DJs. And if you’re looking for your vanilla gentleman’s club, look no further than Labyrinth, and go to Unleashed for an adult venue geared toward women.

There are burlesque clubs, nude beaches, sacred forests, roleplay clubs, and swingers resorts. It’s a catalog of sexual preferences. MistressLove was a virtual sex worker for a few years before opening her club in the virtual world. “I wanted to see more dungeons in the game. Fetish wear and BDSM are popular communities in *SL* but I wanted to see a very specific type of dungeon, which I wasn’t getting.” After working in the scene for a few years as a dancer in an LGBTQ-friendly strip club, she decided to take the business plunge. “It’s important to know that investing in a club in *SL* [has] cost me hundreds of U.S. dollars.”

Like real life, *SL*’s groundwork lies within commerce, as money is still imperative to the survival of businesses and the future of the virtual world. In *SL*, however, ways of making or spending money are much more surreal and alternative (like purchasing virtual pubic hair from a seller). Users have Lindens, which are the currency within *SL*, to purchase items, skins, and pay for services at clubs like MistressLove’s. A premium membership for *SL* costs $11.99 a month and includes a weekly stipend of L$300 and a signup bonus of L$1,000. Premium members can buy land, invest, and purchase items more freely in the marketplace. “So you basically always have some kind of money and are technically making money just by being on the game every week,” says MistressLove. “In addition to hosting particular events (which include raffles), I also sell items that I think are beneficial in running my business. I sell skins and accessories for those interested in bondage. This gives me extra revenue in running my venue. Not everyone is going to pay for a Dominatrix. Some people just [come] in to stand around.”
Please people and give them what they want. MistressLove may not be making millions off of her sex work and sex club, but she says, “I’m a disabled woman who suffers from chronic illness. I couldn’t get up and dance on a stage even if you paid me in real life. Second Life has given me the freedom to be who I fantasize about. I don’t think I would be a sex worker if I was able-bodied per se, but I do enjoy being able to dance, slide down a pole, perform sexual acts, do backbends, and whatever else all while sitting in a wheelchair in real life. That’s worth so much more than the money.”

I found myself in oRGaMs, a free adult sex lounge with poles and vivid videos displaying sexual acts.

“You’re basically up my ass,” someone typed to me when I realized my avatar was literally on top of them. This room prohibits voice chat so the chat feature is appreciated for a novice like me. Still, I gasped, not knowing where to go or where to run. I ran straight into another avatar who was completely naked and whose penis almost reached his toes. With a large whip between his legs, Jorg578 typed, “Hi sweety, how’s your day going?” Panicked, I teleported to another world. Yes, I was chickenshit. Even in this virtual reality world, I ran away from men talking to me. But I found that in every world I went to I was met with another unsolicited conversation. In retrospect, what did I think was going to happen? It’s a sex club in cyberspace. I ended up in Skinny Dip Nude Beach where I watched dancers, chatted with a man-deer hybrid, and sat on a pink dildo machine.

I’m a bit relieved I didn’t indulge in SL at an earlier age. I can easily see how I would have been slack-jawed, sleep-deprived, and finger-crammed at 14 years old. It’s better that I explore now when deadlines are due and I have real-life responsibilities that prohibit me from denying myself any sleep.

User HaileyNicole has been playing SL since she was 12 years old. Back in 2009, users could join as a teen sim, but now, you have to be 13 years old and there are restrictions for younger folks.

Since she’s not working during the pandemic, HaileyNicole has been playing SL every day. Normally, she plays four days a week at night. When HaileyNicole first reached out to me, she mentioned that SL can be judged and stereotyped. I asked about this, via e-mail correspondence, and she explained that SL is seen as something that features adult content and is played by someone who is “in a basement that never sees daylight.”

HaileyNicole says, of course, SL does have those types of people but “there are also some amazing communities, churches, events, games, parties. There are people that had a really bad childhood and they can recreate it in Second Life to have a good one. Disabled people that can do anything their heart desires that they can’t do in real life, women that can’t have kids can go through a virtual pregnancy and have a child and grow a family. There are businesses that support people’s families in real life, there are fundraisers that raise money for real-life people and places and events. People meet lifelong friends, partners, lovers.”

HaileyNicole created a large family, which is something that she doesn’t have in real life. She met her SL family in real life this past year. Her SL parents are the same age as her real-life parents and her SL sister is just two years younger than her. She says there was no awkwardness. They ate at a restaurant, went to a garden, took a tour of a museum, and stayed at an Airbnb. “Our parents consider us their real kids that they didn’t get to have together because they met later in life,” she says.

SL has given HaileyNicole the freedom to escape without any worries. “I can look however I want, do whatever I want, and be the person I may not be so comfortable being in real life.” It wasn’t until last year that HaileyNicole participated in sexual activities on SL. She says while she doesn’t date much in SL, as she’s more into dating in real life, she did see potential in someone last year. They went on a date, listened to soft music, and sailed across open waters. After hours of talking and dancing, the duo had virtual voice-chat sex. HaileyNicole doesn’t visit the several sex avatars and clubs on SL because she’s personally not a huge club fan. She’s more into exploring, shopping, and playing games. But her real-life best friend was a sex worker on SL so she knows a bit about the lifestyle. “At those clubs, the girls get paid, DJs and hosts get paid, live singers get paid, and they all make pretty good money off of these tips,” HaileyNicole explains. “There are a lot of ways you can make money in Second Life. It is some people’s full-time jobs (mainly creators).”

I’ve dabbled in SL as a lifelong Sims player, but I became overwhelmed and frustrated at not understanding it right away. HaileyNicole says this is common. “People will come and try to play it but when you are new it is so hard to get into it and figure it out unless you have someone helping you. Everybody has a different Second Life experience and this is just mine and my opinion from what I have seen and experienced.”

You can be a banker, real estate agent, wedding planner, tattoo artist, a person who sits in a camping chair (long durations of sitting can earn you the small amount of L$1 per 10 minutes), or a sex worker in the groundbreaking reality of Second Life.

I signed off of Second Life after visiting Skin-ny Dip Nude Beach. “Thunderstruck” by AC/DC played as the DJ announced that for the next two hours they would be playing 80s hard rock hits. I passed signs that advertised “free cock” and found my way to the nude beach to join the dance party. I was reprimanded for wearing stockings and was instructed to remove them. All nude or swimwear only allowed. Yes, sir! As “More Than Words” by Extreme slowly started playing on the dance floor, a user began to sing the lyrics to me on voice chat. The rest is Second Life cybersex history. 

@snicolelance
The author in action on her Animal Crossing island. © NINTENDO / VIA TARYN ALLEN

from building your world exactly how you want it. You do things like hunt bugs, catch fish, dig up fossils, earn money (“Bells”), customize your house, and socialize with others, all to the real-time pace of the calendar year. There’s even a fluctuating economy, including a stalk market, a high-risk high-reward way to get rich by buying and selling turnips.

I understand that it does not sound fun. Animal Crossing: Wild World—my childhood version—even starts out by gifting you a hefty home loan and forcing you into a job to start paying it off. (In my quest to describe the game’s charm to my girlfriend, that’s where I lost her.)

And I admit, Wild World hasn’t aged too well (the graphics look practically 8-bit now). However, with each new iteration that has surfaced since the original in 2001, more features and characters and customization options have been added, and Animal Crossing just keeps one-upping itself.

The game is quaint and artistic, with pastel colors and lulling music, and because it operates on an actual time clock, players experience a different environment playing in the morning versus the evening. It inspires a compulsive need to check in frequently, to ensure that you don’t miss any special events, the first digital snowfall of the year, or a new villager’s arrival. The daily upkeep of pulling weeds, completing simple quests, and earning money is just enough to convince you to log on every day and keep playing, in a way that miraculously feels less like a guilty time suck and more like a calming part of your routine.

It’s calming because there’s really no way to lose the game. The new autosave feature in New Horizons prevents the greatest hardship that came from its predecessors, which was accidentally losing hours of progress. Sure, you can lose money, have a villager you dislike, or neglect the game for too long, but even the rainiest days on Animal Crossing are more serene than high-stakes violent video games.

That’s why it’s no surprise that New Horizons has the greatest hardship that came from its predecessors, which was accidentally losing hours of progress. Sure, you can lose money, have a villager you dislike, or neglect the game for too long, but even the rainiest days on Animal Crossing are more serene than high-stakes violent video games.

That’s why it’s no surprise that New Horizons has the greatest hardship that came from its predecessors, which was accidentally losing hours of progress. Sure, you can lose money, have a villager you dislike, or neglect the game for too long, but even the rainiest days on Animal Crossing are more serene than high-stakes violent video games.

That’s why it’s no surprise that New Horizons has the greatest hardship that came from its predecessors, which was accidentally losing hours of progress. Sure, you can lose money, have a villager you dislike, or neglect the game for too long, but even the rainiest days on Animal Crossing are more serene than high-stakes violent video games.

That’s why it’s no surprise that New Horizons has the greatest hardship that came from its predecessors, which was accidentally losing hours of progress. Sure, you can lose money, have a villager you dislike, or neglect the game for too long, but even the rainiest days on Animal Crossing are more serene than high-stakes violent video games.
My friend George is 11 and grew up on the south side of Chicago. He’s a CPS student just finishing off the sixth grade. I’ve been friends with George since his birth—his parents are two of my best friends. George is an avid online gamer so we chatted about his favorites (and to his credit, he did not roll his eyes at me while I told him my GenX stories about playing *Ms. Pac Man* and pinball at the arcade).

Salem: OK, so what year were you born? George: 2008.

How did you first learn about computers, and what was the first one you remember using? The first one that I worked on was . . . I think it was my father’s. He owned a laptop (which he also broke later). It was sitting in a corner of our house on a chair and I always used to wake earlier in the morning than anyone else to get on that computer and play stick figure games.

**What’s a stick figure game?** The characters are all stick figures. The ones that I played usually asked you to create armies of stick figures and there were characters like swordsmen, wizards, giants, and archers. You could buy other characters from the game and then you could send them out to fight other parts of the campaign or other missions.

Wait, let’s back up for a second—how old were you when you were doing this? Five or six years old.

**How did you know how to do anything on a computer then?** And how did you know that there were games on the computer? I think it was first in kindergarten—we had little computer games that we played in class for computer assignments, like mini games about math and reading. And then from there I wanted to play more games. That’s how I found out about the other games on the computer.

**Do you remember the first computer game that you were really excited about?** Probably *Minecraft Pocket Edition*. It’s like regular *Minecraft* but made for iPads and things like that. I liked it because I could play with my cousins and my friends because it’s free and lots of my friends didn’t have computers but could play on a phone or their tablet from school. Some of my friends could use their parent’s computers but usually they couldn’t, like, download games on them. And also I don’t think I knew how to download games at that point.

So now you play multiplayer games online with other people. One of the things that concerns me is that you’re potentially playing with all kinds of people from all over the world. What are some of the things that you and your friends do to make sure that you’re not playing with people that you don’t want to talk to? Usually my friends and I just create a private party (within the game) where we can talk. No one else can join unless we had invited them.

**Is that something that you learned about in school, safety on the Internet?** Yeah. Because we had a really good computer class talking about safety online: how to keep your information safe, never share your password. Stuff like that. I’d say that was in first grade and second grade.

Tell me about the games you play on a regular basis these days. Most of the games that I play are usually really popular online games: *Counter-Strike: Global Offensive*, *Rainbow Six Siege* . . . sometimes I play *Roblox* because lots of my friends don’t have the other games or can’t download them and on *Roblox* you can play with everyone for free online.

**What other kinds of things do you use your computer for?** I study and research things a lot, writing papers.

Do you have any favorite game of yours that’s not on a computer or a phone? I guess basketball.
Otherworld Theatre unveils a digital LARP.
By KERRY REID

Role-playing games and theater seem so closely aligned that it’s surprising more companies haven’t fully embraced gamer culture as part of their aesthetic. (If you can believe that pirates somehow miraculously appear in the nick of time to save Marina’s life in Shakespeare’s *Pericles*, you can pretty much believe any of the narrative twists in LARPs.)

And in pragmatic terms, there’s also a helluva big potential audience in gaming fans for theater companies eager to reach new patrons.

But it’s still relatively rare for the world of online games to appear onstage beyond surface tropes and broad-brush stereotypes about nerd culture. An exception is Madhuri Shekar’s 2014 play *In Love and Warcraft*, which blended the story of an undergraduate “gamer girl” and her complicated feelings about relationships with *World of Warcraft*. Shekar’s play received several productions around the country, including one with Chicago’s Halcyon Theatre in 2015.

Some theaters are also increasingly borrowing structural elements from LARPs via immersive choose-your-own-adventure stagings. The UK company Punchdrunk’s *Sleep No More*, their site-specific ambulatory take on *Macbeth* that has been in NYC for years, where patrons wander as they will through a series of rooms evoking the “Scottish play,” comes to mind. But those productions don’t lean fully into games culture. Patrons are voyeurs who can walk around where they choose, rather than active participants in the narrative.

But for the past several years, Otherworld Theatre has been successfully creating stronger connections between games and theater. Appropriately, the idea for Otherworld came to artistic director Tiffany Keane Schaefer while she was waiting in line for the midnight release of the video game *Skyrim*. Schaefer, who was studying directing at Columbia College Chicago at the time, notes that “there were a lot of discussions [in class] about ‘how do we engage young people in theater? Theater is dying, you know.’” Looking around the line, Schaefer says she decided “these are my people and I wanted to have the theater where people are standing in line at midnight, talking about the narrative that they are going to explore.”

Since its founding in June of 2012 as a theater devoted to science fiction and fantasy, Otherworld’s productions have included adaptations of classic sci-fi stories, such as Ray Bradbury’s stage version of his novel *Fahrenheit 451* and Edgar Rice Burroughs’s *A Princess of Mars* (adapted by Schaefer and Nick Izzo), to original fantasy tales such as Joseph Zettelmaier’s *The Winter Wolf*, the company’s version of a holiday show. But they’ve also infused much of their work with an open appreciation for what bringing in the world of gaming can do onstage.

Last year, they unveiled *Super Richard World III*, the inaugural production of their in-house Stupid Shakespeare Company. That
Improvised Dungeons & Dragons  Tiffanıe Keane Schaefer

show, created by director Joshua Messick and Katie Ruppert, smashed together Richard III with Nintendo characters; Duke Luigi played the scheming pretender set against Mario and Princess Peach. Reader critic KT Hawbaker described it as “a fucking hoot.” In addition to scripted productions, Otherworld also has offered the weekly Improvised Dungeons & Dragons. (Stupid Shakespeare and Ruppert also created PickleRickicles, a mash-up of Pericles and Rick and Morty.)

Like every other theater in the world, Otherworld’s live shows are now on hiatus during the pandemic. But they decided to do more than just put archival material up on their website (though you can see recorded versions of Super Richard World III and other shows online—some free, some available for a small fee through Patreon). They’ve decided to take advantage of the shutdown to go even further into the world of online games.

In late April, the company unveiled VALHALLA, their first all-digital virtual LARP through its in-house game production company, Moonrise LARP Games. Moonrise has produced in-person LARP events over the years, such as Dark Labyrinth, which draws on gothic horror, and Albion: School of Sorcery, which, as the title implies, uses the world of magic as its backdrop.

VALHALLA completed its initial arc on May 27 but will be returning for another installment later in the summer. “You sign up and you are playing up to five episodes for your character,” explains Schaefer. The premise for the game is that players are “Vikens,” or members of an ancient race known for their interstellar navigational skills, and they must complete the journey known as the “Grand Rite.” Players choose a ship at the beginning of the game, which, notes Schaefer, “kind of dictates what kind of experience you will have,” though players can also, via Zoom breakout rooms, travel to different realms. Actors from the Otherworld ensemble play the captains, AI computers, and fellow crew members. It’s not necessary for a player to have been part of the first arc, or “saga,” as Schaefer calls it, to do the second. Otherworld charges players $35 per episode, or $150 for the entire campaign; the first saga played every Wednesday at 7 PM for three hours.

Otherworld has done their own immersive ambulatory productions in the past, such as 2015’s Gone Dark, Stuart Bousel’s story of vampire hunters staged at Epworth United Methodist Church. And their non-digital LARPs with Moonrise have involved “taking over grand estates and people are staying there for three days and they are LARPing for three days,” says Schaefer.

The challenge with VALHALLA, she notes, was, “How do you translate that online where everything is so cold? At least right now, humans are not used to connecting through a screen. Humans are not used to looking at a lens. We had to retrain our actors a little bit as NPCs [non-player characters].” She adds, “Some of the challenge with being online is that there is a delay, and as actors in a live performance, you’re always trying to fill space with content, with drama, with light changes, what have you. In a digital sense when you don’t get those social cues, or body language cues, you have to wait seven seconds for the other person to respond to whatever it is you have just done. It feels very alien to communicate in such a way. Our first episode, it was a little rushed, and we got the feedback from our audience about ‘we need time to process the information.’”

Still, Schaefer sees the new online LARP creations as not just a way to fill time before Otherworld can reopen their venue, but as part of the company’s larger mission of being a “bridge” between game fans and theater lovers. “It’s really the nerds who pushed through for us. We are such a niche company. We’re excited to join this community of gamers and nerds alike in creating a community and a home for them. This fan base is just so dedicated to helping science fiction and fantasy stories come together that it’s really been them, even now in this pandemic of COVID, that have come through for us and supported the art that we’re doing online now. So . . . hashtag blessed.”
Victory Gardens playwrights ensemble gives notice

History rhymes with change at the top.

By Catey Sullivan

Friday’s resignation of seven playwrights from Chicago’s Tony-winning, 46-year-old Victory Gardens Theater—announced by the playwrights in an open letter on Medium—isn’t precisely history repeating itself, but it does hearken back to 2011. That’s when the first playwrights ensemble—cultivated under longtime artistic director Dennis Začek—left shortly after Začek retired and playwright-director Chay Yew took the reins at the $3 million regional powerhouse.

In 2011, the original ensemble protested what they claimed was new leadership’s lack of transparency and respect for the theater’s mission.

Both charges are now being leveled again. Only this time, it’s Yew who has left and his ensemble amid earlier social media reports that 60 artists had signed an e-mail petition to the Victory Gardens board in early March, requesting “an open, inclusive, equitable and transparent search for its new Artistic Director.” However, Black Lives/Black Words managing curator Reginald Edmund, in a Facebook post last week that he stood by in a subsequent interview, drew parallels between Yew’s arrival and Daniels’s appointment.

“When the board forced the founder (Začek) out to pasture, where was your collective outrage? When they kicked out the entire original playwrights collective and treated them like pariahs in their own artistic home when it was their work that oftentimes kept that company afloat, where was your outrage?” he said.

“I’m not against what they’re doing. I’m questioning their motives,” Edmund added. “You resign, but your residency has already ended? You resign, but you’re letting your own play stay in their season? You’re resigning but you actually haven’t written a play in years? I think if you’re going to protest, protest. Don’t half-ass it. I find it difficult to take these arguments seriously when they are among the few marginalized artists with access to a system they have historically profited from, and haven’t used that to boost the voices of their peers,” he said.

At the time he was hired, Yew was one of the few artistic directors of color in the country heading up a theater that isn’t geared toward race- or ethnic-specific work. Those numbers have increased in recent years, with high-profile theaters such as Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Actors Theatre of Louisville, Long Wharf Theatre in in New Haven, Woolly Mammoth in Washington, D.C., Baltimore Center Stage, and Repertory Theatre of St. Louis all hiring new artistic directors who are either Black or Latinx—a development noted in the March petition.

Daniels comes to the executive artistic director position after some 30 years in the Chicago theater community, including stints in leadership positions with Second City and Steppenwolf Theatre. Her hiring marks a departure of sorts in the local theatrosphere, where venerable, well-funded theaters have long had directors at their helm: Goodman artistic director Robert Falls, Northlight’s B.J. Jones, Chicago Shakespeare’s Barbara Gaines, and Lookingglass’s Heidi Stillman all put in long careers directing and/or acting before taking the reins of their respective institutions.

Daniels has never been a director; she has a degree in performance studies from Northwestern. After a brief foray with the FBI, she
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went to work as a casting agent after college but quickly settled back into theater.

Before Victory Gardens, Daniels was president of Second City Theatricals, where she oversaw the comedy institution’s shuttering and comeback after a fire destroyed much of their Old Town structure. Before Second City, she was at Steppenwolf as a casting director, as the head of the School at Steppenwolf, and as associate artistic director under the late artistic director Martha Lavey.

In an interview shortly before theMedium letter was posted, Daniels addressed the duality of a new position that demands both the artistic vision to keep the theater’s persona intact and the business acumen to ensure its survival in the midst of a pandemic. The shutdown has caused massive financial losses in the performing arts sector and will require outsize efforts to keep artists and audiences safe in a world where COVID-19 complicates everything from costume fittings to concessions.

“We always want to achieve the visions of our artists. That’s the priority. It always will be. You recognize when something needs more than you anticipated, and you work to make it happen,” she said. Daniels pointed to Lee Edward Colston II’s epic The First Deep Breath, which premiered at Victory Gardens in November, where she made the decision to cancel revenue-generating previews because the script was still evolving and to this past winter’s How to Defend Yourself by Liliana Padilla, where a character was added late in the game.

“Come hell or high water, you want to achieve the artistic vision. I don’t think I’ve ever sacrificed that,” she continued. “I think if you speak to the directors and writers and actors and producers I’ve worked with over the years they will tell you—I’m not a ‘no’ person. I’m a ‘yes, let’s figure it out,’ person,” she said.

Whether Victory Gardens will put a new ensemble in place remains an open question. Daniels says her immediate goal is seeing the ensemble in place remains an open question.
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how did i survive?
By e nina jay

is what I’m asked to answer
get my poem in the newspaper
write how i survived

two weeks I’ve been stuck
feeling like an imposter
whom told people
allowed people to believe
she survived
then I remember
there are moments
when I have
but
those moments not
this moment
this moment I’m naked
violated on the floor
grasping with fingers
bits of me
vanishing
like smoke
don’t tell me to pray
I did pray
“god don’t give you nothing you can’t handle”
so, did god pray?

if your god is who you believe he is
calculating emotional abuser
damnit
that’s another poem
how to talk survival

when I don’t feel I’m surviving
during days when that night
still got me
hug-tied
numb
on a filthy floor

i wanted to give you a strong, pretty poem
from a strong, pretty place
about a girl who felt strong & pretty

i know they find me pretty
when I just smile
pretend I’m over it
pretend I look back at it triumphantly
pretend it don’t make me still feel dirty
pretend I don’t see it everywhere I look
pretend I’ve survived so strong & pretty

i wanted to write a poem
a strong, pretty girl might find
remember she strong and pretty

instead this poem shall find
girls like me today
uncomfortable
people can still see
the torn clothes
the bloody middle
the dirty flesh

“god don’t give you nothing you can’t handle”
so, did god pray?

if your god is who you believe he is
calculating emotional abuser
damnit
that’s another poem
how to talk survival

when I don’t feel I’m surviving
during days when that night
still got me
hug-tied
numb
on a filthy floor

i wanted to give you a strong, pretty poem
from a strong, pretty place
about a girl who felt strong & pretty

i know they find me pretty
when I just smile
pretend I’m over it
pretend I look back at it triumphantly
pretend it don’t make me still feel dirty
pretend I don’t see it everywhere I look
pretend I’ve survived so strong & pretty

i wanted to write a poem
a strong, pretty girl might find
remember she strong and pretty

instead this poem shall find
girls like me today
uncomfortable
people can still see
the torn clothes
the bloody middle
the dirty flesh

“god don’t give you nothing you can’t handle”
so, did god pray?

i can’t forget
what he did
what he said
what happened
to me
terrified if i keep remembering
i will die alive
and alone

break into the blood stained pieces
who i sometimes was
those who love me will cry
altar the large pretty pieces
alter the large ugly pieces
leave the rest to be kicked
cans down streets
of gurls tomorrow
terrified to make myself forget
large pieces of my puzzle
lost forever
never complete

knowing i will die
searching
for every bit of myself
fearing
i’ll never find it all
like many before me
dying
without all of themselves

what pieces did they leave behind
and can I find them
and will they help me
stand in this elusive thing
we call survival
longer and longer
each time

how did i survive
i didn’t
i’m reaching for it
like a hand up through a grave

how did i survive?

i’m trying to remember
so i can do it again

e nina jay is a black womonist lesbian poet, who uses poetry as a tool of interrogation, activism and survival.
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Trying to be a player in *Got Game*?

Fatimah Asghar’s new short film explores queer sex with a video game twist.

By SIRI CHILUKURI

Khudejha (Kauser Mohamed) has a problem. She’s wearing too much clothing—or rather the wrong type of clothing. Upon arriving at a sex party that she was invited to by a friend, she’s told her “power shirt” is in fact lame and that she should undress appropriately. We learn through her friend Natasha (Aasia LaShay Bullock) that it’s been a while since Khudejha got some (or any) and this kink party is going to be a reset.

*Got Game?*, a new short film written and directed by Fatimah Asghar, is a unique look at one woman’s experience at a sex party and the trials and tribulations of sexual and social etiquette in queer spaces. Our protagonist, Khudejha, is a Pakistani-American queer woman who’s out looking for some strange, and is joined by her friend Natasha for the ride.

Asghar is known for creating the acclaimed web series *Brown Girls* with Sam Bailey, who serves as executive producer on *Got Game?*. Other notable *Brown Girls* alums include star Sonia Denis, who has a guest appearance as an astrology-obsessed partygoer, and Jamila Woods, poet, musician, and Asghar’s real-life best friend, who serves as music supervisor.

Throughout the film, vivid graphics show Khudejha’s power, thirst, and defense levels going up or down depending on the situation. A demeaning comment decreases Khudejha’s power, a flirty smile from a cute girl across the way raises thirst. In this time of social distancing and isolation, a party like this is impossible for the foreseeable future, but the stress and anxiety brought on by trying to initiate flirtation, a date, or sex, especially in a queer setting? That’s always relevant.

In one segment of the film, Khudejha needs to avoid turtle shells and bananas, a clever metaphor for people who under the guise of flirtatious behavior are just weird and creepy, to get to the star—someone worth pursuing. Like Khudejha, I’ve been surrounded by people at parties and made polite conversation when really there was only one person I wanted to talk to. At a friend’s party last summer, I talked to friends and acquaintances alike before gathering up the courage to speak to a beautiful, platinum blond friend of a friend. I complimented them, they complimented me back, and all the time I spent maneuvering conversations with familiar people suddenly seemed to not matter. At that moment it was just us two.

Sex and dating, like anything, is difficult, mostly due to the fact that everything is implicit and especially when those signals and roles which seem to be clearer in heterosexual dating and relationships are vastly different from queer dating. Asghar’s decision to include video game graphics is genius because it makes the implicit explicit. We see Khudejha’s various moods dictate the combination of thirst, power, and defense, but also we can tell by Mohamed’s expressive reactions to situations how Khudejha is responding to sexual and romantic rejection and numerous advances by multiple people—her acting beautifully complements the video game graphics.

At one point, Khudejha is in the pool, surrounded by people but still utterly alone, appearing to be a floating head in water. It’s a common feeling, to feel alone after a conversation ends with “I have a partner,” or your friend is nowhere to be found. The irony of feeling that way in a space that is supposedly inclusive is not lost on me, because I’ve felt that way before. At a friend’s birthday celebration, at a Brooklyn house party, at Pride—just because you are sharing space with people who share the same identities and values as you doesn’t take away the fact that social and sexual interactions are daunting and scary, even more so when you can be rejected by “your people.”

In the end Khudejha finds someone and she shares stilted, awkward yet triumphant conversation with her about how parties and especially sex parties are maybe not their speed. She eventually gets to hold said person’s hand—known only to us as crush—the ecstasy of that moment which is denoted by a crush bar gleaming rainbow colors with pixelated avatars of Khudejha and her crush above it. This moment is of course ruined by Natasha who tells her it’s time to go, while the phrase “PUSSY BLOCKED” flashes across Natasha’s face. The interaction is beautiful and messy and awkward. It reminds me of stolen moments with my first girlfriend and moments since with other queer people. The euphoria comes not from finding someone to have sex with or even make out with, but from the realization that “winning the game” is something that you can define for yourself.

---

Got Game? — End of Sentence

End of Sentence is a melancholy movie. After Anna (Andrea Irvine) dies, she leaves behind her husband Frank (John Hawkes) and son Sean (Logan Lerman) with a request that they unite to scatter her ashes. Determined to grant Anna’s dying wish, Frank picks up Sean the day he’s released from prison with a deal his estranged son can’t refuse. A road movie, they embark on a trip to Ireland that allows viewers a vicarious escape to a beautifully shot Irish countryside as the men remain confined to a car facing unresolved issues. They reconcile, of course, but not before taking a few wrong turns. The most interesting of which comes when they meet Jewel (Sarah Bolger), a breath of fresh air that teeters on being a cliche before revealing the unexpected. *End of Sentence* does the same, adding a smartly considered and surprising overlay to a mostly familiar map.

—Becca James 96 min. Wide release on VOD

Joan of Arc

In French provocateur Bruno Dumont’s follow up to his heavy-metal musical Jeanette: The Childhood of Joan of Arc (2017), ten-year-old Lise Leplat Prudhomme reprises her role as the mythologized teenage heroine who, at this point, is as much a saint of cinema as she is of Catholicism. Like Jacques Rivette’s two-part Joan the Maid (1994), the film considers both Joan’s military career—though the battles are not explicitly shown—and her trial for heresy. It’s more somber than Jeanette, as Dumonteschews heavy metal in favor of mournful electronic pop by French singer Christophe (who also appears toward the end as a priest). It may be the result of a happy accident—the young woman who played Joan as a teenager in the previous film declined to appear again—but having a literal child play Joan of Arc is nevertheless a bold choice, especially as she’s surrounded almost entirely by older men; Prudhomme’s performance is extraordinary, but still seeing those around her take her so seriously as a military leader is unreal. Dumont’s two films may not be the best ever made about the Maid of Orléans (to be fair, the competition is stiff), but they’re certainly the most unusual. In French with subtitles. —Kathleen Sachs 137 min. 5/29-6/4, Gene Siskel Film Center From Your Sofa

The Lovebirds

Kumail Nanjiani and Issa Rae need to star in every movie. Even though the script doesn’t always serve them well and the story goes a little too far out of the bounds of reality, this pair is...
hard to take your eyes off of in the Michael Showalter-directed rom-com slash murder mystery. In the midst of a breakup, Leilani (Rae) and Jibran (Nanjiani) get dragged (or driven) into a crime that they must solve in order to absolve themselves. One of the most hilarious scenes involves two “hipsters” (comedians Cat Cohen and Barry Rothbart) dramatically calling 911—and live Instagramming it—following the inciting murder. The following journey has some fun twists and turns, but the duo at the center make the film with hilarious line reads, killer outfits, and the perfect amount of chemistry. And at less than 90 minutes, it’s a pleasantly breezy at-home watch. —B/R.sc/I.sc/A.sc/N.sc/N.sc/A.sc/space.sc W/E.sc/L.sc/L.sc/E.sc/N.sc

86 min. Streaming on Netflix

Papicha

“Papicha” is Algerian slang that roughly translates to “pretty girl.” In Algerian writer-director Mounia Meddour’s invigorating feature debut, it applies to the free-spirited protagonist as well as her friends, all of whom embrace fashion and makeup as means of expressing their individuality in a society that Meddour characterizes as increasingly demanding homogenization among its female members. The word is also uttered by men as a pejorative term, and this double meaning reflects the complicated nature of a fraught period in Algerian history. Set in 1993 in the early days of the Algerian Civil War, the film follows Nedjma (Lyna Khoudri), a university student and aspiring fashion designer who enjoys going out with her friends and selling her designs. Throughout the film, violent attacks by Islamic rebel groups threaten the women’s autonomy; one attack in particular motivates Nedjma to host a fashion show in which she modifies the haik, a garment that independent Algerian women were being compelled to wear by conservative factions. The film was banned in Algeria despite being selected as the country’s official entry for the Academy Awards—full of joy and despair, it reflects the intricacies of when it’s set as well as when it was made. In French and Arabic with subtitles. —Kathleen Sachs 108 min. 5/29-6/11, Gene Siskel Film Center From Your Sofa

95 min. In wide release on VOD

Straight Up

Dialogue driven and slightly stylized, Straight Up offers a thoughtful look at the contemporary complexities of love in a way many recent rom-coms have tried but failed to do. This success is the obvious result of writer-director James Sweeney’s clear vision and fantastical yet authentic characters. Enter Todd (also Sweeney), an obsessive-compulsive gay twentysomething, and Rory (Katie Findlay), a whip-smart struggling actress. Both hyperarticulate and in search of more, they make a great pair on paper, but their relationship, while intellectually stimulating, is lacking one major component. Or is it? Straight Up invites viewers to question the elastic definitions of love and sexuality as the leads navigate “a love story without the thrill of copulation.” Can a relationship survive without sex? What if it’s a relationship with your soulmate? The movie doesn’t force-feed answers, a refreshing choice which solidifies Straight Up as a relevant and resonant rom-com. —Becca James 95 min. In wide release on VOD

To Master the Art

by William Brown and Doug Frew, directed by William Brown

THE HIT SHOW ABOUT CULINARY ICON JULIA CHILD
WATCH FROM HOME!
NOW STREAMING FOR A LIMITED TIME
NOW – JUNE 7

“EXCELLENT, INTIMATE ... RESONANT WITH ATMOSPHERE”
—CHICAGO TRIBUNE

“TOTAL DELIGHT
FUNNY, TOUCHING, CHARMING AND AS ENJOYABLE AS AN EXQUISITE MEAL”
—TALKIN’ BROADWAY
Where indie music meets indie gaming

Chicago video-game composers talk about how they found their way into this strange and difficult business.

By Leor Galil

Ben Babbitt created the soundtrack for one of the most critically acclaimed indie video games of the past decade, but it wasn’t the fulfillment of a long-standing aspiration: he didn’t even consider the possibility of working in games till his second year in the sound department at the School of the Art Institute. And even then, it wasn’t his idea.

In 2011 his classmate Jake Elliott, who’d launched an embryonic game studio called Cardboard Computer, asked Babbitt if he wanted to compose something. Babbitt, now 31, didn’t play video games growing up—he and his parents wouldn’t let him—and he still hadn’t had much experience with them in college. But he knew music. His father, Frank, plays viola in the Lyric Opera Orchestra, and his mother, Cornelia, is a cellist with the Chicago Philharmonic. Babbitt rebelled as a preteen by playing pop-punk and emo, but his parents stayed supportive—when he was 16, they made guest appearances on the self-titled debut by his indie-rock band, This Is Cinema.

By the time Babbitt met Elliott in 2011, he’d become part of Chicago’s indie-rock community. He lived in Logan Square, in a coach house behind Mark Trecka, front man of Pillars & Tongues, and Babbitt joined that mystical avant-folk group. Babbitt also turned his basement into a DIY show space called Hotel Earth, which most notably hosted Angel Olsen. Everything about Babbitt’s musical life up to that point had epitomized the typical Logan Square indie-scene experience—but then he played some of his compositions in an SAIC class called Electronic Writing. Elliott liked what he heard and offered to hire Babbitt to soundtrack a game that he and an SAIC grad named Tamas Kemenczy had been working on. It was called Kentucky Route Zero, and it would end up consuming nine years of Babbitt’s professional life.

No one had ever commissioned Babbitt to write music, and he’d never collaborated with people who didn’t make music themselves. “I had no idea what I was getting into,” he says. “It was like, ‘Why wouldn’t I want to write a couple pieces of music for this thing and get paid a bit of money? That sounds cool.’”

The job turned out to involve far more than a couple pieces of music. As Kentucky Route Zero evolved, Elliott and Kemenczy realized it needed to be a multivolume game. They released what became the first act in January 2013, and the fifth and final act came out January 28, 2020. Early in this protracted process, Babbitt became part of Cardboard Computer, and his work with the two developers became far more collaborative.

Kentucky Route Zero is a sprawling, surreal point-and-click journey through backroads and subterranean tunnels, and it had earned extraordinary acclaim even before Cardboard Computer finished the game. Wired recently invoked “the next Great American Novel” to praise the complex storytelling of Kentucky Route Zero, whose elegantly blocky 3-D environments evoke the hard-to-pin-down feelings of economic and communal decline.

Babbitt’s music, which includes immersive ambient soundscapes and rustic folk numbers, plays a central role in the game’s world-building. Babbitt recruited his ex-girlfriend Emily Cross (of Cross Record) and his old Logan Square housemate Bob Buckstaff (of Mutts) to support his acoustic guitar on the folky material, which they recorded under the name the Bedquilt Ramblers; the band’s onsales appear as background characters throughout Kentucky Route Zero.

I first heard of Kentucky Route Zero because of Babbitt’s music. In 2014, I found his score for Act III while doing one of my regular Bandcamp searches for music tagged “Chicag.” (Babbitt lives in Los Angeles now, and Elliott is in Elizabethtown, Kentucky, but Kemenczy—the only other employee of Cardboard Computer—remains based here.) I was smitten with the song “Too Late to Love You,” whose whale-call vocals undulate atop chintzy lounge-music claves and thin, crystalline synths. Babbitt is singing, but he’s processed his voice to sound feminine, alien, and a little robotic—the song is credited to a game character named Junebug.

Babbitt has since made an entire album as Junebug, separate from his Kentucky Route Zero work. He finished the record in 2015, and it finally comes out later this year on an LA-based label called iam8bit, which specializes in video-game music. Vinyl preorders have already sold out.

Discovering Babbitt piqued my curiosity about other Chicagoans in his field. I wondered if there were places where composers go to meet one another and exchange ideas, the way game developers do. Columbia College and DePaul University offer game-design degrees—the latter advertises the program’s
connection to Chicago indie company Young Horses, whose founders made the cheeky 2010 hit *Octodad* while at DePaul. Those schools provide built-in opportunities for in-person networking, and several other organizations—including Indie City Co-op and Cards Against Humanity—rent space to programmers and startup game companies.

DePaul’s games degree includes a mandated sound-design course; Columbia requires a two-semester course sequence in video-game music as part of its Music Composition for the Screen MFA, and offers a survey course for composers in production for games, augmented reality, and virtual reality. But in general, game music is an appendage to game development, not a discipline with its own parallel infrastructure. Musicians usually collaborate with programming teams, rather than writing independently and then looking for buyers. And given that programming teams, like the one at Cardboard Computer, can be spread across the country, can a “scene” of game composers emerge anywhere but online?

My question brought me to Marc Junker, a game composer who lives in Vancouver, B.C., and works for a company in Aurora called the Yetee that specializes in video-game merchandise: T-shirts, plush toys, enamel pins, music, and more. Junker joined the Yetee team in 2014 and oversees its record label, which launched the same year. “A lot of the games we work with, they’re famous indie games,” Junker says. “They have huge audiences and their soundtrack is only available through Steam or on the artist’s Bandcamp, and it’s not necessarily getting the pomp and circumstance it totally deserves.”

Yetee Records has released more than 50 records and cassettes, including a seven-inch of music from *Octodad* sequel *Dadliest Catch*, a 12-inch of the score from 80s Konami arcade classic *Graduates*, and the soundtrack for *TumbleSeed*, a two-dimensional game in which a tottering seedling ascends a mountain pockmarked with holes and traps.

*TumbleSeed* is the creation of developers Benedict Fritz and Greg Wohlwend, who made it at the Cards Against Humanity incubator. Composer Joel Corelitz, who created the game’s soundtrack, met them there in 2014 and soon began collaborating. I found him, like Babbitt, by cross-referencing the “video game” and “Chicago” tags on Bandcamp. That technique also led me to two other Chicago-area composers, John Robert Matz and Charles Heinrich (who makes music as ec2151). Each of them took a different path into the industry, which didn’t help my attempts to locate a community of composers, but they all had useful information to share about shaping the sound of video games.

Heinrich, 28, grew up in the Jefferson Park area and began his formal music education at age eight. He took ten years of piano lessons and also picked up cornet and trumpet, which he played in school jazz bands and orchestras. He also joined the marching band at the De La Salle Institute, where he graduated in 2009.

As much as Heinrich spent on music, he also played a lot of video games. He grew up on Super Nintendo, then moved to the Nintendo 64, cycling through the system’s classic characters—Mario, Zelda, Kirby. In high school, as Heinrich began dabbling in composition, he dreamed of learning to shape the mood of a narrative with music. Even at that age, though, he was pretty sure the world of film music was out of his reach. “I want to create those emotional moments and help tell stories through sound,” he says. “Video games seemed like the avenue—that was a step I could take.”

In 2007, Heinrich started making rudimentary compositions with free multitrack music software—especially one developed by Russian composer Shiru8bit, which emulated the sound of the Sega Genesis. It reminded Heinrich of the Yamaha YM2151 sound chip, which he particularly liked—it was used in many 80s arcade games, and Heinrich’s “ec2151” alias is in part a reference to it.

As a student at Loyola, Heinrich bought a copy of FL Studio on sale. “I’ve been riding off of that $100 purchase now for over ten years,” he says. “That’s the best $100 I’ve ever spent yet.” He majored in history (he now works as an archivist for the Archdiocese of Chicago), and he confined music to his free time. He also did most of his gaming alone or with select friends, and he didn’t care for the online multiplayer experience. “I never got involved in meetups, competitive gaming, or gaming clubs,” he says. “I always preferred playing at my own pace, and I usually prefer single-player games to begin with.”

Heinrich has sought out communities of composers, though, and the closest he’s come to finding them has been in Internet forums—especially Reddit and OverClocked ReMix, a long-running site dedicated to video-game music. “The OC ReMix forum was very good for learning music production and compositional skills, as well as getting general ‘business’ advice from composers who would go on to be bigger names in the industry (such as Andrew Aversa, alias Zircon, and Jake Kaufman, aka Virt),” he says. “Nowadays I mostly interact in chiptune-making communities, indie-game dev communities, and one very small community of rhythm-game/indie-game composers.”

Heinrich began uploading his music to Soundcloud about nine years ago. His first paid opportunities came via blind messages from developers who’d found his Soundcloud page—that’s how he ended up working on the 2019 digital pinball game *Demon’s Tilt*. “Three of my four projects were from people reaching out, out of the blue: ‘I heard your music online, I’m interested in you working on my game,’” Heinrich says. “The first of those, the guy messaged me: ‘I’m working on this game, I really like the sound that you make’—referring to my chiptune music. ’I think this would be a perfect fit.’”

Yetee pays tribute to the sounds of outmoded video games, whose technological limitations severely restricted their music but also forced a lot of make-do ingenuity. By the late 90s, when John Robert Matz was old enough to start taking inspiration from games, those limitations were long gone; Lennie Moore’s music for the 1999 intergalactic adventure *Outcast* involved a choir and the Moscow Symphony Orchestra.

“It was the first score where I remember hearing an orchestra of this scope before—a live-performance capture that fits so well with the game,” says Matz, 34. “It sounded like a really, really good film score. As someone who’d been playing in orchestras in high school and was a huge film-score nerd, it was really kind of mind-blowing.”

In his early teens, Matz played cornet and trumpet in an ensemble for home-schooled students. In the mid-2000s he studied music education at Elmhurst College, focusing on brass and vocal performance. While he nurtured his ambitions as a composer, he supported himself teaching. He found his window into game music after discovering a 2010 demo version of the multiplayer sci-fi game *Artemis: Spaceship Bridge Simulator*.

*Artemis* developer Thom Robertson had offered to send gamers a free copy of the finished game if they filmed themselves playing with friends, uploaded the video to YouTube, and sent him the link. Matz watched some of those YouTube videos and noticed that they were soundtracked with simple ambient tones or borrowed music from *Battlestar Galactica* or *Star Trek*.

“It told me something very interesting, and playing the game confirmed it: there was no music in this game,” Matz says. “It’s a very neat game, and it has no music. I had this terrible, terrible idea—what if we film this, then I write music for this video and send it to the developer, who’s going to look at it anyway, and say, ‘Hey, if you like the music here, I wrote it. I couldn’t help but notice your game has no music. If you like this, I’d love to maybe work with you on this.’” Robertson hired Matz to create an orchestral score for *Artemis*, and it was added to the game in 2011.

Corelitz, 40, had already spent about a decade in music when Sony enlisted him to compose for *The Unfinished Swan*, a 2012 adventure game about a child tracking down a renegade swan that’s escaped from a painting. Corelitz had been in the field since he graduated from the Oberlin Conservatory in 2002, first working for the commercial composition studio Steve Ford Music and then becoming a freelancer five years later. When Sony offered him that first video-game job, he was in his early 30s.

“And by the time I finally got to write music for a video game, I was ready,” he says. “I had enough iteration under my belt. I’d figured out how to take feedback, how to revise things, how to not take feedback personally, how to execute revisions quickly. I’ve gotten a lot of experience learning the skill that I think is the most important for any composer. It’s not about creating the best piece of music; it’s about creating the right piece of music.”

In 2018, Columbia College hired Corelitz to teach its two-semester course on music for games. Last year the *Hollywood Reporter* ranked Columbia’s program third in the world, behind Juilliard and the University of Southern California’s Thornton School of Music. Film is its central focus, but Corelitz has pushed it further into the world of video-game music.

None of the people I interviewed had anyone to show them how to become a professional video-game composer. But Corelitz can now show students that there is a pathway—and that it’s open to them.
MUSCI
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"M"ost of the music that’s written over the course of a game’s development never gets heard by the audience,” Corelitz says. “Most of it ends up on the cutting-room floor, so to speak.”

One of the factors that makes game music so labor intensive is the necessity for it to respond to a player’s decisions. Matz makes the task sound like toddler-proofing a kitchen.

“It’s a tricky thing to kind of wrap your head around sometimes, because it’s basically not unlike writing for film—or more accurately, not unlike writing for live theater productions, where things aren’t perfect. Except you’re writing for the least cooperative actor in existence, who is the player,” he says. “You are thinking about writing interactive music in a way that’s, ‘OK, what’s the worst way the player can break this? What can they do? They could stop at this point and make a sandwich, and we have to make the music work.’”

Playing the game also helps a composer find the right tone for its music. As Corelitz explains, this also takes time. “You have to learn about the lore of the game, the story, the characters, the way the game feels,” he says. “If you’re writing a piece of music for a certain place in the game, you have to figure out where that piece lives in the game, why it’s being used there, and what it’s communicating. The only way to do that, I think, is to just live with it for a while.”

Every composer I interviewed echoed Heinrich’s rule of thumb: “The client’s needs come first.” That can require composers to leave their comfort zones or work outside styles they find personally interesting. It’s difficult enough to make a piece of interactive mood music interesting in a vacuum, and taking into account the gameplay and the designers’ tastes makes it even trickier.

The frequently protracted process of writing music for a game does have an upside: it gives composers lots of time to refine the textures of their soundtracks. As Babbitt worked on Kentucky Route Zero, he found inventive ways to broaden his palette. While he was writing for Act II, for instance, his mom put him in touch with the musical director of Highland Park Presbyterian Church so he could use its organ. “Probably the most extreme example was attempting to learn the theremin for the fourth chapter of the game—it’s incredibly difficult,” he says. “I got one at Guitar Center, basically got what I needed out of it, and returned it.”

“Video-game music has always been, in my opinion, in a limbo state,” says Marc Junker of Yetee Records. “When I was younger, I would look really, really deep for downloads of all these Japanese CD releases of, like, orchestration for Final Fantasy soundtracks—like Final Fantasy IV: Celtic Moon, this Celtic chamber ensemble recording of the Final Fantasy IV soundtrack. It was the coolest thing ever. In terms of where you’d find that, outside of some AngelFire, Geocities zip file downloads—it was impossible. Nowadays it’s obviously better than that.”

Yetee has helped improve the availability of video-game soundtracks, in the process demonstrating the healthy overlap between gamers and collectors of vinyl and cassettes. For its vinyl release of Corelitz’s TumbleSeed music, the label provided all the ideas for art and presentation. “They really understand the audience for vinyl, especially for video-game vinyl!” Corelitz says. “They basically said, ‘We’ll do this—edit down 40 minutes of material, and we’ll throw it on a piece of vinyl and sell it.’” In 2018, Yetee released the Tumble-Seed soundtrack on a picture disc emblazoned with the game’s titular seed.

Yetee’s catalog also demonstrates the overlap between video-game music and more conventional pop. It includes music from Junker’s vaporwave project, R23X—his EP Re-Gen came out in 2017 on picture disc and VHS. The label’s 2018 release Synthetic Core 88, issued on vinyl, cassette, CD, and 3.5-inch floppy diskette, embodies an even more intimate symbiosis between video-game music and contemporary electronic music: it presents itself as a classic early-90s video-game soundtrack, but the game doesn’t actually exist. The music is the work of Chicago producer and composer Equip, who’s since released an album via the 100% Electronica label run by New York cult favorite George Clanton.

Video-game music obviously communicates with adjacent pop styles, so I asked Babbitt whether he carried over anything from Kentucky Route Zero when he contributed synth, string arrangements, and other auxiliary instrumentation to Angel Olsen’s recent fourth album, All Mirrors. “I have my aesthetic interests and tendencies,” he says. “I worked on both projects, so they come through in some way.”

Corelitz knew he wanted to make music for video games before The Unfinished Swan, but he also knew he wanted to work in more than one medium—and be able to call his own shots. “I wanted to find a job where I could experiment with lots of different styles, where I could do it by myself, in a room by myself,” he says. “For me, that’s where I feel most at home. It’s like a lab.”

I approached this story looking for a community of Chicago game composers, and though I found one, it’s impossible to separate from the community of Chicago game developers. And since composition work can be siloed—Corelitz does in fact work in a room by himself—location doesn’t necessarily matter. Matz has done much of his professional networking online: “I definitely lurked around the Northern Sounds forums back in the day, picking up some early knowledge,” he says. “But mostly I frequent various Facebook groups for game-audio folks nowadays. Great folks, useful sounding boards, and solid advice.”

Matz met his friend Gordon McGladdery, director and composer for Vancouver studio A Shell in the Pit, at the 2014 Game Developers Conference in San Francisco. McGladdery ended up hiring him to make the music for the 2016 adventure game Fossil Echo. He’s currently composing for games being developed by teams based in San Francisco, Vancouver, and Bordeaux, France.

Indie games can be developed anywhere, but it certainly doesn’t hurt to have colleagues in your backyard. To push back against the atomized nature of the business, Matz is helping build more local infrastructure for video-game composers. He’s a collaborator in Chicago collective Unlock Audio, which out-sources sound and voice-over work for game developers from all over.

Corelitz may not share his workspace, but he appreciates community. For much of his life, he had wanderlust, and often imagined living anywhere but Chicago. But while working on TumbleSeed, he became a regular at the Cards Against Humanity incubator, where the developers rented space—he liked talking shop and meeting other game designers.

“That’s when Chicago really felt like home,” he says. “I just stopped wondering what it would be like to live somewhere else.”

@imLeor

To all the essential workers in Illinois keeping us healthy and safe, thank you.

#DoingGOOD

 IllinoisLottery.com
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Thomas Comerford, filmmaker and singer-songwriter

"To me that's kind of the magical part, bringing the songs to various people to work on them together."

As told to Salem Collo-Julin

Thomas Comerford, 49, is a filmmaker and singer-songwriter who started the group Kasper Hauser in 1999. He's currently mixing his fourth solo album, and this week he releases the single “Our Valley,” written late last year and recorded during the Illinois stay-at-home order in March and April.

Before I came to Chicago, I lived in Iowa City for three years. I was in an MFA program there and I studied film, but I was also interested in audio production. I had been writing music for a while. I started writing songs when I was in college in upstate New York—started in ’88 and was out by ’92. I had a couple of groups, but sometimes just the idea of putting something in front of people and having it be judged was terrifying.

I would trade tapes with friends. Actually a big inspiration for me was this singer-songwriter named Lisa Marr, of the band Cub. I became buddies with her because one of the places I lived before that for a little while was Las Vegas—that was a pretty cool little music scene there. I met Lisa at an in-store that Cub did in Vegas, and we got along really well. I would write stuff and record on a handheld tape recorder, and I would send it to her and she would send a tape back or some of her demos or whatever.

But coming to Chicago, and having been inspired by so much music that’s come out of here—it was exciting. So I arrived here in 1999, and that’s also when I started working. I’ve been, I guess, an artist first and also working, because I’ve never held a full-time gig. I teach film and video production and history, looking at nonfiction movies... a range of different things.

Within that first year of being here, I played my first live show, going under the name Kaspar Hauser. I’d been real shy about performing in front of people, so that was a big plunge for me. I had to sort of kick myself in the butt to do that. That’s when I really started to get excited and inspired by the possibility of not just the writing process but also bringing the songs to various people to work on them together. To me that’s kind of the magical part, bringing people into it and then seeing what happens.

I mostly grew up in northeast Ohio, in the Cleveland area. My parents were from that area, and we ended up landing there when I was six. Then I got out of there and moved around a lot in my early 20s.

“Our Valley” was a song that happened very quickly. I was in Cleveland around Christmastime last year visiting my dad. We went on this walk together in this area called the Valley. It’s this series of parks and whatnot. My dad walks a lot, and we went out for a walk there, along the Rocky River. It was just the two of us. My mom passed last June, so it’s been a difficult year.

It’s hard to articulate exactly what happened on the walk, but I guess I just felt very moved. I also thought about this idea of the Valley as a safe place but also kind of a low place. I think I started writing it while we were walking, actually. I had some of this imagery, and then I started playing around on the guitar. I remember dinner was being prepared, and I was quickly trying to just get some stuff figured out and recorded so I didn’t forget anything. I was late arriving to dinner because of that.

And then I just had a very rough demo, pretty much by New Year’s. I shared it with the live group, and we learned it and played it at a couple of shows in January and February of this year. We actually played a show on March 13 at the Hungry Brain, and at that point we were wondering if we should do that. It was basically the last night—everything kind of shut down after that.

By early April, I really wanted to try to find a way for us to work together. I’m fine with the format of streaming concerts, but I’m not really interested in doing a solo show that way. I think it’s hard for me to play completely alone. I just want to hear more stuff going on around me. And I knew it would be difficult to try to do something live across multiple feeds, because there’d be a time lag.

The group that I did the single “Our Valley” with (with two exceptions) are people that went on the road with me last summer, and then they’ve been sort of my main crew since then. I thought, I am pretty comfortable with overdubbing. If I record this with a click track, everybody can add their pieces and then we’ll see how it goes. As people started adding their parts, I was really taken with how things were coming together. So we mixed it and thought it merited an official release.

I thought it might be cool to have a video to go along with it and asked the band if they could shoot video of themselves performing. By the end of March, I had participated in a lot of Zoom meetings, and I liked this idea that even though we can’t be together in the same place we can at least have images of people performing the song—kind of coming together musically.

Originally the song was going to be called “The Valley,” and then I was thinking about walking with my dad and the experience we were sharing while grieving. He and my mom had walked those very same paths for the last 50 years together. I saw a connection as far as this space or a state of mind that is shared.

I’ve gotten so busy with the production of my own music in the last ten years. I still keep my feet in the media stuff, teaching and making music videos. I was about to start working on one for Azita, actually, but two days before the big shoot—that’s when everything kind of fell apart. We’re still going to make that video, but I’m just not sure when.

@hollo
Harvey rapper Ty Money bids adieu to the career-defining mixtape series Cinco de Money

ON MAY 5 HARVEY RAPPER Ty Money released the fifth and final entry in his career-defining mixtape series, Cinco de Money, which he launched in 2015. Each volume has showcased what makes Money stand out: his vivid narratives of street life, freighted with pathos, delivered in a rush of syllables that cuts through the instrumentals like a souped-up car racing through a mountain tunnel. Cinco de Money 5 (self-released via SBMG LLC) highlights Money’s grasp of pop music: he dabs his clean, straightforward hooks with Auto-Tune, and on “Whoa Whoa” he delineates the honeyed sung chorus from the burlapped rapped verses with a precision that confirms the enduring magic of the old-school industry approach to pop songwriting. Money’s pop proclivities bear great fruit: his half-sung hook on “Whateva” manages to sound triumphant and sullen by turns, and these dueling moods create a strange, magnetic euphoria that only Money can capably deliver. —LEOR GALIL

CHARLI XCX, HOW I’M FEELING NOW
Atlantic
store.warnermusic.com/atlantic-records/artists/charli-xcx.html
Charli XCX has no chill. The pop star has spent much of her time during the pandemic making a new album, How I’m Feeling Now, which came out May 15. The record’s 11 bittersweet electropop tracks document the minutiae of her life under lockdown, including her conversations with her therapist, her online shopping expenditures, her experiences sheltering in place with her boyfriend, and her intense nostalgia for pre-pandemic partying. Charli also churned out supplementary content through every step of her process, including Instagram Live songwriting sessions and a delightfully DIY green-screen video for the love song “Claws,” and this transparency made the project feel like performance art. Concert venues may be closed, but Charli invited her fans to watch and provide feedback over social media as her songs, themes, and visuals took shape in real time. Her lyrics often feel like journal entries: she kicks off “Anthems” with details of a mundane morning (“Wake up late / Eat some cereal”) before breaking into a yearning chorus about the things she misses most while confined to her home, including late-night adventures and exploring New York. Though musicians will likely create a lot of quarantine art in the months and years to come, the genius of How I’m Feeling Now lies in its immediacy—Charli has channeled the current chaos into a fully realized album in a little more than five weeks. —LEOR GALIL

DAMACY, SUN SPOT EP
Tanuki
damacymusic.bandcamp.com/releases
Multi-instrumentalist Yuto Winston Kanii moved to Chicago a couple years ago, and he’s kept busy with his easygoing solo indie-pop project, Damacy. He grew up in the Louisville area, where he began playing in bands in high school, and by his early 20s he’d achieved a smidgen of local popularity as the front man for a good-natured indie-rock band called Ranger; their recordings are so endearingly rough around the edges, and they assembled their 2013 debut album, The Barad, out of jam sessions recorded in an abandoned candy factory. Now 28, Kanii hasn’t found any Chicago collaborators since settling in Logan Square, but Damacy’s recent debut, Sun Spot EP (on his own Tanuki label), fits comfortably into the city’s contemporary indie-rock landscape: his laid-back, tropical vibes mesh well with the serene style loosely mapped out by the likes of Paul Cherry, Whitney, and Divino Niño. Kanii’s gentle vocals and sweet slacker guitar riffs on “Gvn n’ Lvn” feel like a gentle ocean breeze—and given that actual ocean breezes are out of reach for most of us now, Sun Spot is the next best thing. —LEOR GALIL

K-RAD, 127WHERE
Self-released
padk-rad.bandcamp.com/album/127when
Since 1996, Chicago electronic producer Christopher Grabowski has experimented with IDM under the name K-Rad. The name initially represented a small, loose collective with Grabowski, Joe Hahn, and Mark Hardy at its center; all three producers worked on K-Rad’s debut for the Someoddguy label, 2002’s Deli Mood Spot. Since then Grabowski has made K-Rad his solo project, and while he’s sometimes issued collaborations with other producers as K-Rad singles or full-lengths, in recent years he’s made all the material on his own. Grabowski began recording 127When on March 26, about a week after Illinois began sheltering in place, and he wrapped it up two days before its May 1 release. He intended the album to be an immersive experience, and he gave himself a running time of more than two hours to achieve that goal; he uses modular synthesizers to build serene moods, adding an ever-shifting matrix of fizzy, delicate percussion to provide a constant hum of energy. Grabowski also brought back original K-Rad collaborator Hardy to play sitar on “127Pouring-OutDrumulation,” and its reverberating strings send gentle ripples through the track’s tight, rubbery bass loops and brittle percussive chatter. With any luck, the constantly evolving arrangements on 127When will occupy enough of your mind to shut out the helicopter that inspired Grabowski to make the album in the first place. —LEOR GALIL

LIVE FROM THE LIBRARY

A DAILY STORY TIME FROM CHICAGOANS FOR CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD
featuring readings from Mayor Lori Lightfoot, Jane Lynch, Jeff Tweedy, Israel Idonije and more!

Join us weekdays at 10CST on FACEBOOK LIVE facebook.com/chipublib/live

Recommended and notable albums and critics’ insights for the week of May 28
When you want to put together an improvising ensemble whose interactions will be unpredictable as well as satisfying, it helps to recruit someone who has your back and someone else who isn’t afraid to push the music somewhere you didn’t think it would go. For one night in December 2018, Chicago alto, tenor, and baritone saxophonist Dave Rempis convened a personal dream team, full of musicians who can play both roles: Norwegian drummer Paal Nilssen-Love is Rempis’s long-standing collaborator in the ferociously aggressive trio Ballister, but his attention to detail and textural variety comes in just as handy for nurturing slow-building tension. Cellist Tomeka Reid and double bassist Brandon Lopez have each worked with Rempis in combos that mix classical sonorities with mercurial shifts of mood. And multi-instrumentalist Joe McPhee, who turned 79 one month before the concert, can transform the emotional tenor of an entire performance with a few grave notes. This splendid CD, which follows an LP-only first volume recorded at the same show, contains plenty of high-energy blowing, but it’s often the quiet, contrasting gestures hidden with the storms that make it so compelling.

—Bill Meyer

SONIC BOOM, ALL THINGS BEING EQUAL
Car Park
store.carparkrecords.com/products/662649-
sonic-boom-all-things-being-equal

This might go down in history as the year everything got completely fucked forever, but some people will also fondly recall it as the year when Sonic Boom finally released his glorious second LP, All Things Being Equal—three decades after his solo
continued from 29

debut. Peter Kember, the multi-instrumentalist better known as Sonic Boom, made Spectrum way back in the innocent age of 1990, just before the dissolution of his long-running alt-rock outfit Spacemen 3. “Spectrum” also became the name of Kember’s next psych-leaning band, which by the mid-90s had morphed into his primary solo outlet; at the same time, he explored more expansive sonic territory with the loose collective EAR (Experimental Audio Research). Both projects have slowed down considerably in recent years, making way for relatively fleeting collaborations and production work, lending some 90s psych authenticity to the current generation of indie scenesters. I’d all but given up on ever hearing the old classic Kember sound again, so it’s pretty astonishing that All Things Being Equal picks up more or less where he left off on Spacemen 3’s final LP, 1991’s Recurring—created while he was feuding so bitterly with the band’s other creative engine, Jason Pierce (later of Spiritualized), that they made the album by each writing one side of it and recording separately. On Spectrum Kember had flirted with electronica while retaining his guitar-stormin’ edge, but on Recurring he revealed a new synthy sound indebted more to Kraftwerk than to Spacemen 3’s nods to the Velvet Underground and the 13th Floor Elevators. The initial backing tracks for All Things Being Equal were recorded in 2015, and Kember considered releasing them as experimentalists after encouragement from Stereolab’s Tim Gane. He never did, though, and three years later, Mr. Boom felt the need to “ice the cake,” as he put it: after moving to Portugal in late 2016, he’d started spinning 60s soul and pop records, and their catchy vocal vibes appear throughout the new album. But Sonic also does classic Sonic, which he clearly defines on opener “Just Imagine,” a mission statement of a song that features gurgling synths, Speak & Spell-style bleeps ‘n’ bleeps, and the drony, catchy vocals Kember has used since day one of his psychedelic career. He consistently evokes the groovy sounds and shiny machine music of a 1960s vision of the future, and the wobbling “Just a Little Piece of Me” pulses like a computer on Star Trek (or like the chill-out room at a 90s rave) while recalling the shoegaze era that S3 helped inspire. Drum machines invade “The Way That You Live,” which mines the new-wave territory of early OMD or New Order and adds rippling ambient accents reminiscent of the 1960s experiments of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. On “My Echo, My Shadow and Me,” Sonic brings back his trademark spoken-word ruminations, sounding either like the bored headmaster at a British school in outer space or like a malfunctioning B-movie supercomputer that’s somehow become sentient—when he exclaims “I am the fire,” you’re inclined to believe him. The Boomster says he was influenced by the numerology of the year 2020, and the songs on All Things Being Equal gesture toward the mathematical interconnectedness of human consciousness, memory, space, consumerism, and much more. The album is not only a reflection of the strange moment in which we find ourselves but also a timeless, retro-futuristic pop masterpiece that music scholars should be studying and deciphering for (fingers crossed) generations to come. —STEVE KRAKOW

VARIOUS ARTISTS, BUDS VOLUME 1

Rosebud Allday
gerosebudallday.com

On its first compilation, Buds Volume 1, Chicago label Rosebud Allday showcases the talent of its roster and its friends from the local scene. Founded in 2018 by Bill Ocean and producer Jayson “Jsun”
Rose, Rosebud Allday specializes in the overlap of pop, hip-hop, and R&B; its sunny sounds recall Chicago neosoul groups such as the Social Experiment and the O’My’s or the early work of Los Angeles collective Odd Future (minus the menace). The label operates a recording studio in Ravenswood that’s temporarily closed due to COVID-19, and the ten-track Buds compilation is intended as both a stopgap release and an introduction for the uninitiated. Wyatt Waddell’s “If I Don’t Want You” pairs the singer’s falsetto flirting with up-tempo Stevie Wonder-inspired keys, while Blake Davis’s “Persuade Me” features a busy hip-hop beat that chops up string flourishes, horn stings, and vocal phrases. Not all the songs are high energy: Drea the Vibe Dealer goes for something more minimal on “Aline,” building the track from little more than distorted guitar and lethargic drum programming. A few cuts feel like they would’ve been released in different forms if the collective hadn’t been forced into isolation: Jsun Rose’s hip-hop instrumental “Strange Times,” which features trumpeter Sam Veren and producer Lil Smoke, seems incomplete, like it needs a striking vocalist such as Waddell or squeaking rapper Manny 10x (also a Rosebud Allday artist). But while Buds sometimes feels sketchy, it’s more than the sum of its parts; it’s a compelling gateway to the label’s sound, and the way it re-creates the mellow high of sitting in on a crowded jam session is especially welcome while the Rosebud Allday studio can’t safely reopen. —JACK RIEDY

XIBALBA, ÁNOS EN INFIerno
Southern Lord
xibalba.bandcamp.com/album/a-os-en-infierno

Named after a Mayan term that roughly translates to “place of fear,” Southern California trio Xibalba have been blending strains of metal and hardcore for nearly 14 years. They’ve increasingly leaned into their Latino heritage (they sing in both Spanish and English) and their death-metal influences, while expanding into new moods and song structures; on the 2015 album Tierra y Libertad they deviated from their relatively compact crushers for sprawling closer “El Vacío.” On their new fourth album, Ánios en Infierno, Xibalba continue down their ferocious, groove-infested path to explore suffering, despair, and man’s search for meaning on personal, spiritual, and societal levels. “Santa Muerte” grinds along like one of Bolt Thrower’s best tracks as frontman Nate Rebolledo questions those who judge or dismiss others’ pain until it grows too dire to ignore. The instrumental that follows, “Saka,” adds to the intensity, with powerful percussion girded by stony guitar chords and pummeling breakdowns. As they did for Tierra y Libertad, Xibalba save some of their most evocative songwriting for last. Delivered in two parts, album closer “El Abismo” (“The Abyss”) ruminates on the journey of the soul during an encounter with death: it establishes a contemplative, doomy soundscape, spins into rougher terrain, and then slowly culminates with a triumphant serenity. Interpret it how you want, but with Xibalba, you can be sure no one’s going “gently” into any kind of night. In an April interview with Hard Noise, Rebolledo addressed rumors that Xibalba are planning a hiatus following the promotional cycle supporting the album’s release: “As for the future, if it matters, we may play, but I wouldn’t count on it,” he said. The pandemic has sledgehammered us all, and whether Xibalba choose to hang up their hats now or celebrate Ánios en Infierno with fans in person down the road, they’ve at least gifted us a tool to help us weather the storm. —JAMIE LUDWIG
Not only is 2020 the Year of Chicago Music, it’s also the 35th year for the non-profit Arts & Business Council of Chicago (A&BC), which provides business expertise and training to creatives and their organizations citywide. To celebrate, the A&BC has launched the #ChiMusic35 campaign at ChiMusic35.com, which includes a public poll to determine the consensus 35 greatest moments in Chicago music history as well as a raffle to benefit the A&BC’s work supporting creative communities struggling with the impact of COVID-19 in the city’s disinvested neighborhoods.

Another part of the campaign is this Reader collaboration: a series spotlighting important figures in Chicago music serving as #ChiMusic35 ambassadors. This week, we hear from Sima Cunningham, cofounder of avant-rock band Ohmme and a busy collaborator with Chicago artists across genres—among them Charles Rumback, Twin Peaks, Jeff Tweedy, and Chance the Rapper. Ohmme’s new album, Fantasize Your Ghost, drops June 5 on Joyful Noise Records.

This interview was conducted by Ayana Contreras, who’s a DJ, a host and producer at WBEZ radio, and a columnist for DownBeat magazine.

Ayana Contreras: What’s one of your favorite Chicago music moments?

Sima Cunningham: I was in the Chicago Children’s Choir when we sang for the Dalai Lama at Millennium Park. That was in 2007, one of my last years in the choir. I was in it from age six until I was 18.

I remember at that time, my mom was battling cancer (which she defeated), and she had gotten deep into Buddhism through her time with that. So I was learning a lot about the Dalai Lama with her, and then he came to Chicago. We were singing all of these very peace-inspiring songs. I think we sang “I Need You to Survive” [by prominent New York pastor and gospel artist Hezekiah Walker].

Then I remember the Dalai Lama came back and touched a bunch of our hands, and I got to touch his hands too. I remember feeling so moved by it, and feeling that “this is what music can do—bring people from across the world together.”

That felt like a really special moment in Chicago music history: the Dalai Lama was there, and kids from all over the city were a part of that.

What makes Chicago such a hotbed for musical invention, and a place so full of really exciting collaborations?

I think we have exceptional programs in Chicago that really work on bringing kids from different parts of the city into one space together. I know it happens some in other cities, but it’s done so intentionally and overtly here.

The Chicago Children’s Choir started as a civil rights organization to bring kids from around the city together. Gallery 37, the Old Town School of Folk Music’s open mike—so many of my friends were involved in programs like these. And Citywide Jazz, which was a big deal when I was in high school. I guess it’s the magnet idea.

I think that just carried over into my generation that got to grow up with all of those programs. And those programs have played a huge role in making this exploding music scene that’s happening now.

That’s definitely something to think about in this moment, because a lot of these same organizations are trying to figure out how to pivot... and it’s the same for you as a musician.

Yeah. I was just on a call with a bunch of alumni and the directors of the Chicago Children’s Choir, trying to figure out some ways to help them move through this time. The top of the list of “This cannot happen” is people singing in a room together. We’ve got to figure out a way to give that moment back to kids in Chicago, because it’s really important. It’s important for people to get out of their world, and for some kids to get out of their family space and feel they have chosen family around the city that they can collaborate with.
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WOLF

A furry ear to the ground of the local music scene

IN 2017, READER CRITIC Peter Margasak described the trio of local guitarist and bandleader Tim Stine, bassist Anton Hatwich, and drummer Frank Rosaly as bringing “deliciously teetering and coolly swinging energy to Stine’s improvisations, which recall the early work of Joe Morris and the splinterly spontaneity of Derek Bailey.” On Friday, May 15, Texas jazz label Astral Spirits dropped the trio’s dynamic second album, Fresh Demons, which captures the group in fine fettle—Gossip Wolf is especially fond of the swirling “686688,” which precisely balances Stine’s jigsaw-puzzle riffing, Hatwich’s long, flowing lines, and Rosaly’s snapping cymbal work. Cassettes and digital downloads are available at the trio’s Bandcamp page.

It feels like just yesterday that Gossip Wolf was getting psyched to see Jersey punk lifer Mikey Erg at Crown Liquors in February, and now the beloved Avondale slasher is no more—last month the pandemic forced the owners to permanently close. Chicago hot-sauce company Soother has partnered with local bookers MP Shows on Shot Dice: A Compilation for Crown Liquors, a pay-what-you-want Bandcamp release whose proceeds benefit former Crown Liquors staff. Garage veterans White Mystery, emo darlings Retirement Party, and party punks the Brokedowns are among the 26 contributors; this wolf digs Flake Michigan’s sweet ditty honoring MP staffers Vito Nusret.

New Yorker critic Alex Ross gave props to Chicago’s Experimental Sound Studio for its Quarantine Concerts series in his recent essay “Concerts in the Void.” If you haven’t yet checked out these terrific livestreams, this wolf highly recommends starting with the program on Thursday, May 28, titled “Keep Your Mind Free”: the lineup consists of Black Monument Ensemble bandleader Damon Locks, cellist Tomeka Reid, flutist Nicole Mitchell, and guitarist Jeff Parker. The show runs from 8 till 10 PM, and ESS suggests a $5 donation. —J.R. NELSON AND LEOR GALIL
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My boyfriend is recovering from the virus. Can I dump him?

Maybe some people are just bad at sex.

By Dan Savage

Q: I don’t want to become one of those people who write to you complaining about how I married someone I wasn’t sexually compatible with ten years ago and now my sex life still sucks. I already know I need to break up with my boyfriend and I was about to do it when he got sick with the flu. This was at the beginning of March. I assumed he’d be sick for a week and then we would have an unpleasant conversation. But then the entire country shut down and my boyfriend was officially diagnosed with COVID-19. So I haven’t seen him since the last weekend in February and I’ve been playing the role of the supportive and worried girlfriend from afar. But it’s been hard. Both my parents are in high-risk groups and my mental health has been battered. My boyfriend is finally getting better and I don’t know what to do when I finally have to see him again. I’m not breaking up with him because he’s a bad person and I don’t want to hurt him but that’s exactly what’s going to happen. I feel guilty because I’m choosing my happiness over his. I know I shouldn’t, but I do.

—Feeling Resentful About Uncoupling Dilemma

A: Pandemic or no pandemic, FRAUD, you can’t stay with someone forever—you can’t be miserable for the rest of your life—to spare that person the routine and surmountable pain of getting dumped. Not breaking up with your boyfriend while he was fighting COVID-19 was the right thing to do, of course, and I don’t for a minute question the sincerity of your concern for him. (You want to see the relationship end, FRAUD, not him.) But don’t wait until you see him again to break up with him. It’ll suck for him, of course, but the world is full of people who got dumped and got over it. And the sooner he gets over you, the sooner he’ll meet someone else. For all you know he’s been chatting over his backyard fence—at a safe distance—with a neighbor he would be interested in dating if he were single.

Q: For the past few months my GF and I have been quarantined together. Except for the time we’ve spent working, we’re constantly in each other’s company and doing things together. It’s been great so far. It’s good to know that we won’t get tired of each other or feel smothered. The main problem is finding something to watch or something to do. Any suggestions?

A: I’ve been reading The Mirror and the Light, the final installment of Hilary Mantel’s epic account of the inner life of Henry VIII. It’s been a great distraction during this time. As for other suggestions, you might try cooking together, playing board games, or taking up a new hobby. Whatever you choose, just make sure it’s something you both enjoy and that it helps you both stay connected and engaged during this time of social distancing.
of Thomas Cromwell, Henry VIII’s most powerful minister—the guy who arranged for the beheading of Anne Boleyn—while listening to whatever classical music my husband puts on. But just so you don’t think it’s all award-winning fiction and high art where we’re quarantining, we’ve also been watching 90 Day Fiancé, which is a complete (and completely engrossing) shit show, and The Simple Life with Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie, which I missed when it first ran. So obviously I would suggest fiction, music, and crap television—and anal, of course.

Q: My problem is that I am seriously worried about missing out on life. I’m a man. I find men attractive but I have no idea how to get to know one. For the first time last summer I met someone and we were sexual with each other. He was a hockey player. But he is gone now. And when I try to be friendly with other men, I get called out for flirting. I am gay and don’t know how much hurt I can take. —Making All These Connections Hard

A: More than 80 percent of gay relationships got their start online before the pandemic began, MATCH, and that number is surely higher now. So if you got on gay dating/hookup apps instead of flirting with random men, you would be talking to a self-selected group of men who are inviting other men to flirt with them. You’ll still face rejection, of course, and you’ll still get hurt. To live is to suffer, as some philosopher or other once said, but the suffering is easier to bear if you’re getting your dick sucked once in a while.

Q: I’m 34, nonbinary but presenting female. Due to a series of personal tragedies (death, deportation, illness— it was not a top ten year), I’m sheltering with my parents. Long story short, I’m 100 percent financially dependent on my parents right now. The upside is, I’ve had a lot of time to become comfortable with the fact that I really, really want to mess around with cross-dressing. I would love to get a binder and a mask and hair cut and just see how that feels. My parents will want to know “what this means” and they won’t take “fuck if I know” for an answer. It will be a long time (maybe years) before I’m either eligible for disability or ready to work again, and I just can’t wait that long. So much of my life has already passed me by and I’m tired of waiting for a “right time.” But binders and clothes and haircuts cost money. Keeping mask stuff around the house means people will eventually see it. Again, they’d probably be supportive, but I just want to keep this private. Is there a way to do it? —Hoping For A Third Option

A: Other than winning the lottery and moving out on your own tomorrow, HFATO, there’s no third option here. You’re going to have to pick your poison: risk having an awkward conversation with parents who are likely to be supportive or continue to wait—possibly for years—before you start exploring your gender presentation. The choice seems obvious to me.

Q: Got in an argument recently about pegging and its original definition: “a woman fucking a man in the ass with a strap-on dildo.” I feel it’s moved beyond that and now means anyone wearing a strap-on fucking anyone else in the ass. My friends insisted that only a man can be pegged, and only by a woman. As the originator of the term, Dan, we turn to you: Can a woman peg another woman? —A New Ass Licker

A: I will allow it.

Q: Are some people just bad at sex? My partner has been overwhelmed with work and our sex life suffered a major decline. He’s working with a psychotherapist who told him some people are just not good at sex and he should just accept that he’s one of those people. It broke my heart to know someone said that to my partner. Am I overreacting? Is there some way to take this as anything but wrong? Or is this therapist a clown? —Complete Undermining Negative Therapy

A: There are people out there who are “bad at sex” by objective measures. There has to be. But “good sex” is so subjective that I’m not convinced objective measures really matter. For example, I got a letter yesterday from someone complaining their partner is “bad at sex” because they just lie there, silent and inert, while the letter writer “does all the work.” But if the person just lies there was “does all the work.” But if the person who just lies there was partnered with a necrophiliac, well, that “silent and inert” stuff would make them great at sex, not bad at sex, at least by a necrophiliac’s standards. As for your boyfriend, CUNT, you’re in a better position to judge whether he’s good at sex—by your subjective standards—than his shrink. Presumably. And if you enjoyed the sex you were having before your partner was overwhelmed with work, then he’s good at sex—he’s good at sex by your standards—and here’s hoping you get back to having lots of good sex together soon.
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